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Abstract
We show the existence of chaotic solutions for certain weakly damped linear beam equations
with slowly periodic perturbations resting on weakly non-linear elastic bearings.
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1. Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [3] where we proved the existence of a solution
homoclinic to a small periodic solution of the equation
utt + uxxxx + εut + εh(x,√εt) = 0 ,
uxx(0, ·) = uxx(/4, ·) = 0 ,
uxxx(0, ·) = −εf (u(0, ·)), uxxx(/4, ·) = εf (u(/4, ·)) ,
(1)
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where ε > 0 and  are sufﬁciently small parameters,  > 0 is a constant, f ∈ C2(R),
h ∈ C2([0,/4] × R) and h(x, t) is 1-periodic in t, provided an associated reduced
equation has a homoclinic orbit. Eq. (1) describes vibrations of a beam resting on two
identical bearings with purely elastic responses which are determined by f. The length
of the beam is /4. Since ε > 0, (1) is a semilinear problem.
In this paper we will prove the existence of inﬁnitely many periodic as well as
aperiodic, bounded solutions, under the same assumptions as in [3]. These solutions
correspond to different modes of vibrations of (1). As a matter of fact, as in [3] we
derive for ε = 0,  = 0 a reduced four-dimensional ordinary differential equation of (1)
and prove that if the reduced equation has a homoclinic orbit and  > 0 is sufﬁciently
large, the Smale horseshoe [16] can be embedded into the dynamics of (1).
Let us brieﬂy recall some results related to Eq. (1). The undamped case ( = 0,
 = 0 and ε = 1) was studied in [6,9] by using a variational method. In both papers,
the problems studied are non-parametric.
The perturbation approach to the beam equation was earlier used by Holmes and
Marsden [10]. Recent results in this direction are given in [4,7]. We note that problem
(1) is more complicated than the one studied in [4,7,10], since in those papers the
elastic response is distributed continuously along the beam, while in our case it is con-
centrated just at two end points of the beam. Moreover, the ε-smallness of the restoring
force εf at the end points leads to a singularly perturbed problem in studying chaotic
orbits of (1). The existence of homoclinic and chaotic solutions has also been proved
in [1,11,12,15] for different partial differential equations and with different methods
than ours.
2. Setting of the problem
First of all, we make the linear scale t ↔ √εt in (1), that is we take u(x, t) ↔
u(x,
√
εt) to get the equivalent problem
utt + 1ε uxxxx +
√
εut + h(x, t) = 0 ,
uxx(0, ·) = uxx(/4, ·) = 0 ,
uxxx(0, ·) = −εf (u(0, ·)), uxxx(/4, ·) = εf (u(/4, ·)) .
(2)
By a (weak) solution of (2), we mean any u(x, t) ∈ C([0,/4] × R) satisfying the
identity
∫∞
−∞
∫ /4
0
{
u(x, t)
[
vtt (x, t)+ 1ε vxxxx(x, t)−
√
εvt (x, t)
]
+h(x, t)v(x, t)} dx dt
+ ∫∞−∞ {f (u(0, t))v(0, t)+ f (u(/4, t))v(/4, t)} dt = 0
(3)
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for any v(x, t) ∈ C∞([0,/4] × R) such that v(x, t) has a compact support and the
following boundary value conditions hold:
vxx(0, ·) = vxx(/4, ·) = vxxx(0, ·) = vxxx(/4, ·) = 0 . (4)
Now, it is well-known [9] that there is an orthonormal system of eigenfunctions
{wi}∞i=−1 ∈ L2([0, 4 ]) of the eigenvalue problem
U(iv)(x) = U(x),
U
′′
(0) = U ′′(/4) = 0, U ′′′(0) = U ′′′(/4) = 0 .
As a matter of fact, the eigenfunctions {wi}∞i=−1 are uniformly bounded in C0([0, 4 ])
and, setting  = 4, the eigenvalues of the above problem satisfy  = k , k =
−1, 0, 1, . . . with −1 = 0 = 0 and k = 2(2k + 1) + r(k), for any k ∈ N, where
|r(k)| c¯1e−c¯2k for any k1, for some positive constants c¯1, c¯2. Furthermore, the
eigenfunctions w−1(x) and w0(x) of the zero eigenvalue are:
w−1(x) = 2√

, w0(x) = 16
(
x − 
8
)√ 3

.
Thus we seek a solution u(x, t) of (2) in the form
u(x, t) = y1(t)w−1(x)+ y2(t)w0(x)+ z(x, t),
where z(x, t) ∈ C([0, 4 ] × R) is orthogonal to the eigenfunctions w−1(x) and w0(x)
that is satisﬁes
∫ /4
0
z(x, t) dx =
∫ /4
0
xz(x, t) dx = 0. (5)
To obtain the equations for y1(t), y2(t), and z(x, t) we take v(x, t) = 1(t)w−1(x)+
2(t)w0(x) + v0(x, t) in (3) with i ∈ C∞, v0(x, t) ∈ C∞[0, 4 ] × R with compact
supports and such that v0(x, t) satisﬁes (4) and is orthogonal to w−1(x) and w0(x)
(i.e. it satisﬁes (5)). Plugging the above expression for v(x, t) into (3) and using the
orthonormality, we arrive at the system of equations
y¨1(t)+√εy˙1(t)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t) dx
+ 2√

f
(
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
+ 2√

f
(
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(/4, t)
)
= 0 ,
(6)
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y¨2(t)+√εy˙2(t)+ 16
√
3

∫ /4
0 h(x, t)
(
x − 8
)
dx
−2
√
3
f
(
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
+2
√
3
f
(
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(/4, t)
)
= 0 ,
(7)
∫∞
−∞
∫ /4
0
{
z(x, t)
[
vtt (x, t)+ 1ε vxxxx(x, t)−
√
εvt (x, t)
]+ h(x, t)v(x, t)} dx dt
+ ∫∞−∞ {f (u(0, t))v(0, t)+ f (u(/4, t))v(/4, t)} dt = 0, (8)
where we wrote v(x, t) instead v0(x, t). Thus, in Eq. (8), v(x, t) is any function in
C∞([0, 4 ] × R) having compact support and such that conditions (4) and (5) (with
v(x, t) instead of z(x, t)) hold. We remark that in this way we have split up the
original equation in two parts. Eq. (8) corresponds, in some sense, to Eq. (1) on a
inﬁnite dimensional center manifold, while Eqs. (6) and (7) are the equations on a
hyperbolic manifold for the unperturbed equation. Since the center manifold is inﬁnite
dimensional, the standard center manifold reduction method [16] fails for (1). We use
instead a regular–singular perturbation method. In fact, the above splitting of Eq. (1)
has also the advantage that the singular part (in ε) is only in the z equation while
Eqs. (6) and (7) look regular in √ε.
Now we assume that the following conditions hold:
(H1) f (0) = 0, f ′(0) < 0 and the equation x¨ + f (x) = 0 has a homoclinic solution
(t) = 0 that is a non trivial bounded solution such that lim
t→±∞ (t) = 0;
(H2) let 1(t) :=
√

2 
(
2
√
2
 t
)
. Then the linear equation
v¨ + 24

f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
v = 0
has no non-trivial bounded solutions.
Without loss of generality, we can also assume that ¨(0) = ˙(0) = 0. This implies
that (t) = (−t) (and then 1(t) = 1(−t)) since both satisfy the Cauchy problem{
x¨ + f (x) = 0,
x(0) = (0), x˙(0) = 0.
Note, also, that (H1) implies that the system
y¨1 + 2√f
(
2√

y1 − 2
√
3
y2
)
+ 2√

f
(
2√

y1 + 2
√
3
y2
)
= 0,
y¨2 − 2
√
3
f
(
2√

y1 − 2
√
3
y2
)
+ 2
√
3
f
(
2√

y1 + 2
√
3
y2
)
= 0
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has a hyperbolic equilibrium y1 = y2 = 0 with the homoclinic orbit (1(t), 0) and
that (H2) is equivalent to requiring that the space of bounded solutions of the linear,
fourth-order system:
y¨1 + 8f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
y1 = 0,
y¨2 + 24 f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
y2 = 0
is one dimensional and spanned by (y1(t), y˙1(t), y2(t), y˙2(t)) = (˙1(t), ¨1(t), 0, 0).
We look for chaotic solutions of Eqs. (6)–(8) such that the sup-norm of |y2(t)| +
|z(x, t)| on [0, 4 ] × R is small and y1(t) is orbitally near to 1(t).
3. Preliminary results
We begin our analysis by studying some linear problems associated to Eqs. (6)–
(8). To start with, let us consider, for i ∈ N, the following linear non-homogeneous
equation:
z¨i (t)+√εz˙i (t)+ 1
ε
4i zi(t) = hi(t) , (9)
where hi(t) belongs to the Banach space L∞(R) of bounded measurable functions on
R, with norm ‖hi‖∞ := ess sup
t∈R
|hi(t)| < ∞. This equation comes from searching a
solution of Eq. (15) below of the form
z(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1
zi(t)wi(x)
with zi(t) ∈ W 2,∞(R). The only bounded solution of (9) for 0 < ε < 2min
i1
{2i } is
given by
zi(t) = Li,εhi := 2
√
ε
i,ε
∫ t
−∞
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 sin
(
i,ε
2
√
ε
(t − s)
)
× hi(s) ds , (10)
where i,ε =
√
44i − ε22. Moreover it is easy to see that
‖zi‖∞ 4
2i
‖hi‖∞ , (11)
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(‖z‖∞ being the sup-norm of z(t)) and
‖z˙i‖∞
(
2
√
ε
2i
+ 1√
ε
)
‖hi‖∞ , (12)
provided 0 < ε <
√
3min
i1
{2i }. Let h = {hi(t)}∞i=1, hi ∈ L∞(R) be a sequence of
uniformly bounded measurable functions on R, that is satisfying ‖h‖∞ := supi ‖hi‖∞ <
∞. Consider the function
z(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1
zi(t)wi(x) , (13)
where zi(t) are given by (10). We put
M1 = sup
{
|wi(x)| : x ∈
[
0,

4
]
, i ∈ N
}
; M2 = 4M1
∞∑
i=1
1
2i
(14)
the last series being convergent because of the properties of k , k ∈ N.
Now, let H1(x, t) ∈ L∞([0,/4]×R), H2(t),H3(t) ∈ L∞(R) be bounded measurable
functions and consider the equation
∫∞
−∞
∫ /4
0
{
z(x, t)
[
vtt (x, t)+ 1ε vxxxx(x, t)−
√
εvt (x, t)
]
+H1(x, t)v(x, t)
}
, dx dt
+ ∫∞−∞ {H2(t)v(0, t)+H3(t)v(/4, t)} dt = 0 (15)
for any v(x, t) ∈ C∞([0,/4] × R) such that v(x, t) has compact support and the
boundary conditions (4), (5) hold. For i ∈ N let
hi(t) = −
(∫ /4
0
H1(x, t)wi(x) dx +H2(t)wi(0)+H3(t)wi(/4)
)
(16)
and take zi(t), z(x, t) as in (10), (13). Note that
|hi(t)|M1
[
4
‖H1(·, t)‖∞ + |H2(t)| + |H3(t)|
]
, (17)
where ‖H1(·, t)‖∞ = sup0x 4 |H1(x, t)| and, similarly,
|h˙i (t)|M1
[
4
‖H1t (·, t)‖∞ + |H˙2(t)| + |H˙3(t)|
]
(18)
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provided H˙2(t), H˙2(t), and the partial derivative of H1(x, t) with respect to t, H1t (x, t),
are bounded measurable functions. Then, we can prove like in [3] that z(x, t) is a
solution of Eq. (15).
Let m[ε−3/4]+1, [ε−3/4] being the integer part of ε−3/4. From now on we assume
that 0 < ε(1/2)4/3 so that m3. Then, let E = {0, 1}Z. Thus E ∈ E if and only if
E = {ej }j∈Z, with either ej = 0 or ej = 1. In E we take the norm
‖{en}n∈Z‖ =
∑
n∈Z
en
2|n|
,
moreover for any E = {en}n∈Z ∈ E , we put
#∞E =
{
 := {j }j∈Z ∈ #∞ | j ∈ R and j = 0 if ej = 0
}
,
#∞ being the Banach space of bounded, doubly inﬁnity sequences of real numbers,
endowed with the sup-norm. We will also consider the closed and bounded subset of
E × #∞:
X = {(E, ) ∈ E × #∞ |  ∈ #∞E and ‖‖2}.
Note that X is closed. In fact if (En, n) → (E, ) as n → ∞, then, for any ﬁxed
j ∈ Z, we have (with obvious meaning of symbols) e(n)j = ej for any n ∈ N sufﬁciently
large. Hence (n)j = 0 if ej = 0 and n is large enough. Thus j = 0 if ej = 0 that is
(E, ) ∈ X.
For any 	 = (E, ) ∈ X we take the function 	 = (E,) ∈ L∞(R) deﬁned by
	(t) =
{
1(t − 2jm− j ) if (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m and ej = 1,
0 if (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m and ej = 0 .
For sake of simplicity we will silently include, in the above deﬁnitions, also the end
points of the intervals [(2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m], j ∈ Z. We remark that 	(t) has the
following properties:
(i) 	(t) is a bounded, piecewise C2-function, with possible jumps at the points
(2j − 1)m, j ∈ Z, and satisﬁes, in any of the intervals ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m)
the equation
x¨ + 4√

f
(
2√

x
)
= 0. (19)
(ii) 	(t), ˙	(t), ¨	(t) belong to L∞(R) and are bounded uniformly with respect to
(	,m).
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(iii) 	(t), ˙	(t), ¨	(t) are Lipschitz continuous in  ∈ #∞E uniformly with respect to
(E,m). In fact let (E, ′), (E, ′′) ∈ X and assume ej = 1 (if ej = 0 there is
nothing to prove). Then, for any t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] we have, for some

 ∈ R:
|	′(t)− 	′′(t)| |˙1(
)||′j − ′′j |
√
2‖˙‖∞ ‖′ − ′′‖. (20)
A similar argument applies to ˙	(t), whereas we will use point (i) to reduce the
study of the Lipschitz continuity of ¨	(t) to that of 	(t).
The following result deals with the solvability of Eq. (15).
Proposition 1. For any given functions H1(x, t) ∈ L∞([0,/4] × R), H2(t),H3(t) ∈
L∞(R) and for 0 < ε < mini{
√
32i /}, Eq. (15) has a unique solution z(x, t) ∈
C([0,/4] × R) of the form
z(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1
zi(t)wi(x)
with zi(t) ∈ W 2,∞(R). Such a solution satisﬁes condition (5), moreover if hi(t) is
deﬁned as in (16) the following hold:
(a) Assume there exist positive constants k1, k2, j and  such that
|hi(t)|k1 + k2e−|t−2jm−j |
for any t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] and j ∈ Z. Then
‖z‖∞M2
[
k1

+
(
1
3
+ 2

)
k2
√
ε
]
.
(b) Assume that for any i, j ∈ Z, hi(t) ∈ W 1,∞((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m) and that both
hi(t) and h˙i (t) satisfy the condition of point (a) then we have
‖z‖∞M2
[
5ε
(
1
5
+ 1+ 1

)
(k1 + k2)+ 2
√
ε

k1
]
provided ε satisﬁes the further estimate √ε < 22.
Proof. We only need to prove (a) and (b). Let (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m and
0 < ε < mini{
√
32i 
−1}. We have∣∣∣∣∫ t−∞ e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 sin i,ε
2
√
ε
(t − s) hi(s) ds
∣∣∣∣  ∫ t−∞ e−
√
ε(t−s)/2[k1 + k2(s)] ds,
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where (t) = e−|t−2jm−j | for t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m]. Then we have
∫ t
−∞
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 ds 2√
ε
,
and similarly, using also t > (2j − 1)m,
∫ (2j−3)m
−∞
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2(s) ds
∫ (2j−3)m
−∞
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 ds 2√
ε
e−
√
εm <
2
3
,
since m > ε−3/4 and 
2e−
 < 1, when 
 > 0. Next:
∫ (2j−1)m
(2j−3)m
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2(s) ds
∫ m−j−1
−m−j−1
e−|s| ds2
∫ ∞
0
e−s ds2−1,
and similarly
∫ t
(2j−1)m
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2(s) ds
∫ ∞
−∞
e−|s| ds2−1 .
Plugging everything together and using (10) and i,ε2i since ε <
√
32i , we obtain
‖zi‖∞ 4
2i
[
k1

+ k2√ε
(
1
3
+ 2

)]
.
Thus (a) follows from (13) and (14). Now we prove (b). For (2j−1)m < t(2j+1)m
write
i,ε
2
√
ε
zi(t) = i,j (t)+ z˜i,j (t) (21)
with
i,j (t) =
∫ (2j−3)m
−∞
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 sin
(
i,ε
2
√
ε
(t − s)
)
hi(s) ds
and
z˜i,j (t) =
∫ t
(2j−3)m
e−
√
ε(t−s)/2 sin
(
i,ε
2
√
ε
(t − s)
)
hi(s) ds.
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From the proof of point (a) we obtain
|i,j (t)| 2√
ε
e−
√
εm(k1 + k2) 10
√
ε
5
(k1 + k2) (22)
since 
4e−
(4/e)4 < 5. On the other hand, by the same method as the above, we
obtain ∣∣∣∫ t(2j−3)m e−√ε(t−s)/2 cos (i,ε2√ε (t − s)) h˙i (s) ds∣∣∣  2√εk1 + 4k2,∣∣∣∫ t(2j−3)m e−√ε(t−s)/2 sin (i,ε2√ε (t − s)) h˙i (s) ds∣∣∣  2√εk1 + 4k2. (23)
Then, taking
 =
√
ε
2
,  = i,ε
2
√
ε
and integrating by parts the function of the s variable
e−(t−s) sin((t − s))hi(s)
in the two intervals [(2j − 3)m, (2j − 1)m], [(2j − 1)m, t] and adding the results we
get, using also (23):
∣∣∣∫ t(2j−3)m e−(t−s) sin((t − s))hi(s) ds∣∣∣
 
2+2 |hi(t)| +
+
2+2 [|hi((2j − 1)m+)| + |hi((2j − 1)m−)|
+e−2m|hi((2j − 3)m+)|] + +2+2
[
2√
εk1 + 4k2
]
 +
2+2
[
(3+ e−2m)(k1 + k2)+ 2√εk1 + 4k2
]
.
Finally, since
ε+ i,ε
i,ε(ε2
2 + 2i,ε)

√
2
i,ε
√
ε22 + 2i,ε
=
√
2
22ii,ε

√
2
24i
 1
2i
,
we obtain after some algebra:
∣∣∣∣2√εi,ε z˜i,j (t)
∣∣∣∣  4ε2i
[
(3+ e−
√
εm)(k1 + k2)+ 4k2 +
2√
ε
k1
]
.
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Hence, using (21) and (22), the assumption √ε < 22 and the fact that e−√εm 1
(
√
εm)2
<
√
ε
2
:
‖zi‖∞  4
2i
{[
5
5
+ 3+
√
ε
2
]
ε(k1 + k2)+ 4ε k2 +
2
√
ε

k1
}
 4
2i
{
5ε
[
1
5
+ 1+ 1

]
(k1 + k2)+ 2
√
ε

k1
}
.
Again, the conclusion follows from (13) and (14). This concludes the proof. 
In the following, we denote by Lε(H1, H2, H3) the unique bounded solution of the
form (13) of Eq. (15) and note that Lε is a bounded linear map from the space of
bounded measurable functions into the space of bounded continuous functions, that is
Lε(H1 + Hˆ1, H2 + Hˆ2, H3 + Hˆ2) = Lε(H1, H2, H3)+ Lε(Hˆ1, Hˆ2, Hˆ3).
We now study the linear non-homogeneous equation
x¨1 + 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
x1 = h(t) ,
x˙1(2jm+ j ) = 0, for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1 .
(24)
Here h ∈ L∞(R), and x1(t), x˙1(t) are absolutely continuous functions such that (24)
holds almost everywhere. Let us put
a = √8|f ′(0)|/ .
Lemma 1. There exist positive constants A,B,C ∈ R and m0 ∈ N such that for any
	 = (E, ) ∈ X, mm0, and j ∈ Z, there exist linear functionals Lm,	,j : L∞(R) →
R, such that ‖Lm,	,j‖Aeje−am, and with the property that if h ∈ L∞(R) then (24)
has a unique C1 solution x1(t, 	) bounded on R if and only if
Lm,	,j h+
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(t)h(t) dt = 0 (25)
for any j ∈ Z. Moreover, the following properties hold:
(i)
‖x1(·, 	)‖∞B‖h‖∞, ‖x˙1(·, 	)‖∞B‖h‖∞. (26)
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(ii) Let xp(t) be the unique bounded solution of equation x¨p + 8f ′(0)xp = h(t), then
|x1(t, 	)− xp(t)|C
(
e−am/2 + e−a|t−2jm−j |/2
)
‖h‖∞ (27)
for (2j − 1)m t(2j + 1)m and any j ∈ Z.
(iii) Let 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) with ′, ′′ ∈ #∞E and 	 be either 	′ or 	′′. Assume
that h(t, 	) ∈ L∞(R) satisﬁes (25). Then there exists a constant, c1, independent
of 	, such that the following holds:
max{‖x1(·, 	′)− x1(·, 	′′)‖∞, ‖x˙1(·, 	′)− x˙1(·, 	′′)‖∞}
B‖h(t, 	′)− h(t, 	′′)‖∞ + c1‖h(t, 	′′)‖∞‖′ − ′′‖∞. (28)
Finally, for any mm0, the map Lm : X × L∞(R) → #∞(R) deﬁned as Lm(	, h) =
{Lm,	,j h}j∈Z is Lipschitz in  ∈ #∞E uniformly with respect to (E,m).
Proof. We will prove the lemma following an idea in [13] (see also [14]). The equation
x¨ + 8

f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
x = 0 (29)
has a fundamental solution u(t), v(t) with
u(0) = 1, u˙(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, v˙(0) = 1 .
Then v is bounded, odd and u is unbounded, even such that
• v(t), v˙(t) ∼ e−a|t | as t → ±∞.
• u(t), u˙(t) ∼ ea|t | as t → ±∞.
Note that, ˙1(t) being a solution of (29) such that ˙1(t) ∼ e−a|t | and ˙1(0) = 0,
¨1(0) = 0, we get
v(t) = ˙1(t)
¨1(0)
.
Let us pause for a moment to recall some of the properties of the functions u(t), v(t)
that will be used later. Eq. (29), or, as a system
u˙1 = u2,
u˙2 = − 8f ′( 2√1(t))u1
(30)
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has an exponential dichotomy on R+ and R− with exponent a. Thus projections P+,
P− exist such that rank P+ = rank P− = 1 and
‖X(t)P+X−1(s)‖ke−a(t−s) if 0s t,
‖X(t)(I− P+)X−1(s)‖kea(t−s) if 0 ts,
‖X(t)P−X−1(s)‖ke−a(t−s) if s t0,
‖X(t)(I− P−)X−1(s)‖kea(t−s) if ts0,
(31)
where
X(t) =
(
u(t) v(t)
u˙(t) v˙(t)
)
is the fundamental matrix of (30) such that X(0) = I.
Although P+ and P− are not uniquely deﬁned, RP+ and NP− are precisely the
one-dimensional vector spaces consisting of all initial conditions one has to assign to
the linear system (30) to obtain solutions that are bounded on R+, R− respectively.
Moreover, any projection having RP+ as range (resp. NP− as kernel) satisﬁes con-
ditions (31) (see [5]). Now, since v(t), v˙(t) → 0, as |t | → ∞, we see that we can
take:
P+
(
x1
x2
)
= (I− P−)
(
x1
x2
)
= x2
(
0
1
)
.
Hence the matrix of P+ and I− P− with respect to the canonical basis of R2 is
(
0 0
0 1
)
.
Then Eqs. (31) read
|v(t)u˙(s)|, |v(t)u(s)|, |v˙(t)u˙(s)|, |v˙(t)u(s)|ke−a|t−s| (32)
if 0s t or ts0, whereas
|u(t)v˙(s)|, |u(t)v(s)|, |u˙(t)v˙(s)|, |u˙(t)v(s)|ke−a|t−s| (33)
if 0 ts or s t0.
Now, let us go back to the proof of the lemma. We consider Eq. (24) on [(2j −
1)m, (2j + 1)m] according to ej = 0 or ej = 1. When ej = 0 (24) has the general
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solution
x1(t) = − 12a
∫ t
(2j−1)m e
−a(t−s)h(s) ds − 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
t
ea(t−s)h(s) ds
+aj ea(t−(2j+1)m) + bj e−a(t−(2j−1)m)
(34)
with aj , bj ∈ R. When ej = 1 we distinguish between t ∈ [2jm+ j , (2j + 1)m] and
t ∈ [(2j − 1)m, 2jm+ j ]. If t ∈ [2jm+ j , (2j + 1)m] we write the general solution
of Eq. (24) with the condition x˙1(2jm+ j ) = 0 as
x1(t) =
∫ t
2jm+j v(t − 2jm− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds
+ ∫ (2j+1)m
t
u(t − 2jm− j )v(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds
+a+j u(t − 2jm− j )/u(m− j ),
(35)
where a+j ∈ R. If t ∈ [(2j − 1)m, 2jm+ j ] we take
x1(t) = −
∫ 2jm+j
t
v(t − 2jm− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds
− ∫ t
(2j−1)m u(t − 2jm− j )v(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds
+a−j u(t − 2jm− j )/u(−m− j ),
(36)
where a−j ∈ R. We note that x˙1(2jm+ j ) = 0 in both (35) and (36). Thus to obtain
a C1 solution we only need that
x1((2jm+ j )−) = x1((2jm+ j )+), for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1,
that is
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
v(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds =
a−j
u(−m− j ) −
a+j
u(m− j ) . (37)
We note that, from Eq. (34) we get, for any j ∈ Z:
sup
(2j−1)m t (2j+1)m
|x1(t)| |aj | + |bj | + 1
a2
ess sup
(2j−1)m t (2j+1)m
|h(t)| (38)
and
sup
(2j−1)m t (2j+1)m
|x˙1(t)|a(|aj | + |bj |)+ 1
a
ess sup
(2j−1)m t (2j+1)m
|h(t)|. (39)
A similar conclusion also follows (when ej = 1) from (35) and (36) using (32), (33).
Eq. (37) is the compatibility condition where the linear maps Lm,	,j come from. For
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the moment we forget about these conditions and choose the constants aj , bj , a+j , a
−
j
so that the equalities
x1(((2j + 1)m)−) = x1((2j + 1)m)+), j ∈ Z,
x˙1(((2j + 1)m)−) = x˙1((2j + 1)m)+), j ∈ Z (40)
are satisﬁed. According to the values of ej , ej+1 they read as
aj − bj+1 + bj e−2am − aj+1e−2am
= 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m e−a((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds − 12a
∫ (2j+3)m
(2j+1)m ea((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds,
aj + bj+1 − bj e−2am − aj+1e−2am
= − 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m e−a((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds − 12a
∫ (2j+3)m
(2j+1)m ea((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds ,
(41)
if ej = ej+1 = 0, or
aj − a−j+1 + bj e−2am
= 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m e−a((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds
− ∫ 2(j+1)m+j+1(2j+1)m v(−m− j+1)u(s − 2(j + 1)m− j+1)h(s) ds,
aj − a−j+1 u˙(−m−j+1)au(−m−j+1) − bj e−2am
= − 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m e−a((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds
− 1
a
∫ 2(j+1)m+j+1
(2j+1)m v˙(−m− j+1)u(s − 2(j + 1)m− j+1)h(s) ds ,
(42)
if ej = 0, ej+1 = 1, or
a+j − bj+1 − aj+1e−2am
= − 12a
∫ (2j+3)m
(2j+1)m ea((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds
− ∫ (2j+1)m2jm+j v(m− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds,
a+j
u˙(m−j )
au(m−j ) + bj+1 − aj+1e−2am
= − 12a
∫ (2j+3)m
(2j+1)m ea((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds
− 1
a
∫ (2j+1)m
2jm+j v˙(m− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds ,
(43)
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if ej = 1, ej+1 = 0, or
a+j − a−j+1
= − ∫ 2(j+1)m+j+1(2j+1)m v(−m− j+1)u(s − 2(j + 1)m− j+1)h(s) ds
− ∫ (2j+1)m2jm+j v(m− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds,
a+j
u˙(m−j )
au(m−j ) − a−j+1
u˙(−m−j+1)
au(−m−j+1)
= − 1
a
∫ 2(j+1)m+j+1
(2j+1)m v˙(−m− j+1)u(s − 2(j + 1)m− j+1)h(s) ds
− 1
a
∫ (2j+1)m
2jm+j v˙(m− j )u(s − 2jm− j )h(s) ds .
(44)
if ej = ej+1 = 1. We note that, when 	 = (E, ) is ﬁxed, for any j ∈ Z only one
among Eqs. (41)–(44) occurs. We consider these equations as a unique equation for
the variable
{(a˜j , b˜j )}j∈Z ∈ #∞ × #∞,
where (a˜j , b˜j ) = (aj , bj ) if ej = 0 whereas (a˜j , b˜j ) = (a−j , a+j ) if ej = 1. The
left-hand sides of (41)–(44) deﬁne a linear bounded operator
Lm,	 : #∞ × #∞ → #∞ × #∞,
Lm,	
( {˜aj }
{˜bj }
)
=
( {aˆj }
{bˆj }
)
,
(45)
where
aˆj = (1− ej )˜aj − [ej+1 + (1− ej+1)e−2am ]˜aj+1
+[ej + (1− ej )e−2am ]˜bj − (1− ej+1)˜bj+1,
bˆj = (1− ej )˜aj −
[
u˙(−m−j+1)
au(−m−j+1) ej+1 + (1− ej+1)e−2am
]
a˜j+1
+
[
u˙(m−j )
au(m−j ) ej − (1− ej )e−2am
]
b˜j + (1− ej+1)˜bj+1.
(46)
Now, since 01− ej1, |j |2, and
lim
t→±∞
u˙(t)
au(t)
= ±1, (47)
we see that m0 ∈ N exists such that, for any mm0, 	 ∈ X and j ∈ Z, we have
|aˆj | < 3(‖˜a‖∞ + ‖b˜‖∞), |bˆj | < 3(‖˜a‖∞ + ‖b˜‖∞)
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or ‖Lm,	‖ < 6. Now, we want to show that, for m sufﬁciently large and any 	 ∈ X,
the map Lm,	 : #∞ × #∞ → #∞ × #∞ is invertible. To this end we claim that, when
m→ ∞, the linear map Lm,	 tends to the map LE deﬁned as follows:
LE
( {˜aj }
{˜bj }
)
=
( {(1− ej )˜aj − ej+1a˜j+1 + ej b˜j − (1− ej+1)˜bj+1}
{(1− ej )˜aj + ej+1a˜j+1 + ej b˜j + (1− ej+1)˜bj+1}
)
in the sense that
‖Lm,	 − LE‖ → 0 (48)
as m→ ∞ uniformly with respect to 	 = (E, ) ∈ X. In fact,
(Lm,	 − LE)
( {˜aj }
{˜bj }
)
=

{(ej+1 − 1)e−2ama˜j+1 + (1− ej )e−2amb˜j }
[(
u˙(m−j )
au(m−j ) − 1
)
ej − (1− ej )e−2am
]
b˜j
−
[(
u˙(−m−j+1)
au(−m−j+1) + 1
)
ej+1 + (1− ej+1)e−2am
]
a˜j+1

 .
Thus (48) follows from (47) and ‖‖2. Next, the equation:
LE
( {˜aj }
{˜bj }
)
=
( {A¯j }
{B¯j }
)
is equivalent to the inﬁnite-dimensional system (j ∈ Z):
{
(1− ej )˜aj + ej b˜j = A¯j+B¯j2 ,
ej+1a˜j+1 + (1− ej+1)˜bj+1 = B¯j−A¯j2 .
Changing j with j − 1 we obtain
{
(1− ej−1)˜aj−1 + ej−1b˜j−1 = A¯j−1+B¯j−12 ,
ej a˜j + (1− ej )˜bj = B¯j−1−A¯j−12 .
Thus, for any j ∈ Z, (˜aj , b˜j ) satisﬁes
{
ej a˜j + (1− ej )˜bj = B¯j−1−A¯j−12 ,
(1− ej )˜aj + ej b˜j = A¯j+B¯j2
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which is a linear system in the unknown (˜aj , b˜j ) having the solution
a˜j = 12 (1−ej )(A¯j+B¯j )+ej (A¯j−1−B¯j−1)1−2ej ,
b˜j = 12 (1−ej )(B¯j−1−A¯j−1)−ej (A¯j+B¯j )1−2ej .
Since ej is either 0 or 1 we see that |1− 2ej | = 1 and then
|˜aj |, |˜bj | 12 (|A¯j−1| + |A¯j |)+ 12 (|B¯j−1| + |B¯j |)
or
‖˜a‖∞ + ‖b˜‖∞2(‖A¯‖∞ + ‖B¯‖∞).
That is L−1E exists and ‖L−1E ‖2. As a consequence, for any m sufﬁciently large and
	 ∈ X, Lm,	 has a bounded inverse L−1m,	 such that, say,
‖L−1
m,	‖3. (49)
Thus we can uniquely solve Eqs. (41)–(44) for a˜j = a˜j (h, 	), b˜j = b˜j (h, 	) and a
constant c˜ independent of 	 ∈ X and m ∈ N (provided mm0, with m0 sufﬁciently
large) exists such that
|a˜j (h, 	)| c˜‖h‖∞,
|b˜j (h, 	)| c˜‖h‖∞ (50)
for any j ∈ Z. Consequently, the compatibility condition (37) reads
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(s)h(s) ds = −Lm,	,j (h) := ¨1(0)
[
a−j (h, 	)
u(−m− j ) −
a+j (h, 	)
u(m− j )
]
for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1. Since we do not need any compatibility condition
when ej = 0, we set
Lm,	,j (h) = 0 for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 0.
Clearly, the existence of a constant B > 0 such that Eq. (26) holds, follows from
Eqs. (38), (39) and (50). Similarly the existence of the constant A as in the statement
of the lemma follows from (50) together with the fact that |j |2 for any j ∈ Z and
u(t) ∼ ea|t | as |t | → ∞.
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Now we estimate v¯(t) = x1(t)− xp(t), xp(t) being the unique bounded solution of
the equation x¨ + 8f ′(0)x = h(t). Observe that v¯(t) is a C1 solution, bounded on R,
of the differential equation:
x¨ + 8

f ′(0)x + w(t) = 0,
where w(t) = 8
(
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′(0)
)
x1(t). Thus
v¯(t) = 1
2a
∫ t
−∞
e−a(t−s)w(s) ds + 1
2a
∫ ∞
t
ea(t−s)w(s) ds .
Let A1 = 1+max
t∈R
|(t)| and N = max
x∈[−A1,A1]
{|f ′(x)|, |f ′′(x)|}. Then
|w(s)| 16

√

BN‖h‖∞|	(s)|
and hence
|v¯(t)| 16BN‖h‖∞
2a
√

{∫ t
−∞
e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds +
∫ ∞
t
ea(t−s)|	(s)| ds
}
.
So, we consider the integrals
I (t, 	) :=
∫ t
−∞
e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds, J (t, 	) :=
∫ ∞
t
ea(t−s)|	(s)| ds .
For any 	 = (E, ) ∈ X, E = {ej }j∈Z ∈ E ,  := {j }j∈Z ∈ #∞E , let 	˜ = (E˜, ˜) ∈ X be
deﬁned as
E˜ := {e−j }j∈Z ∈ E, ˜ := {−−j }j∈Z ∈ #∞˜E .
From the deﬁnition of 	(t) and 1(t) = 1(−t) we see that: 	(t) = ˜	(−t) for any
t ∈ R, t = (2j − 1)m, j ∈ Z, and then
J (t, 	) =
∫ −t
−∞
ea(t+s)|	(−s)| ds =
∫ −t
−∞
e−a(−t−s)|˜	(s)| ds = I (−t, 	˜).
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Thus we see that it is enough to estimate I (t, 	). Let (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m. We
have ∫ (2j−3)m
∞
e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds
A1
a
e−2am < A1
a
e−am/2 .
Next, we estimate∫ (2j−1)m
(2j−3)m
e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds,
∫ t
(2j−1)m
e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds.
Since 	(t) = 0 if (2i − 1)m < t(2i + 1)m and ei = 0 we see that we can assume
ej−1 = ej = 1 and
	(t) =
{
1(t − 2(j − 1)m− j−1) if (2j − 3)m < t(2j − 1)m,
1(t − 2jm− j ) if (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m.
Now, let A2 > 0 be such that
max
{|1(t)|, |˙1(t)|, |¨1(t)|} A2e−a|t |. (51)
Then∫ (2j−1)m
(2j−3)m e−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds 
∫ (2j−1)m
(2j−3)m e−a(t−s)|1(s − 2(j − 1)m− j−1)| ds
 A2
∫ (2j−1)m
(2j−3)m e−a(t−s)e−a|s−2(j−1)m−j−1| ds
 A2
∫ (2j−1)m
2(j−1)m+j−1 e
−a(t−s)e−a(s−2(j−1)m−j−1) ds
+A2
∫ 2(j−1)m+j−1
(2j−3)m e−a(t−s) ds
 A2e−a(m−2)(m+ 2)+ A2a e−a(m−2)
 A2(e4a+1)
a
e−a(m−2)/2 .
Finally, if (2j − 1)m < t2jm+ j we have∫ t
(2j−1)m e
−a(t−s)|	(s)| dsA2
∫ t
(2j−1)m e
−a(t−s)ea(s−2jm−j ) ds
 A22a e−a|t−2jm−j |
A2
2a e
−a|t−2jm−j |/2
whereas, if 2jm+ j < t(2j + 1)m∫ t
(2j−1)m e
−a(t−s)|	(s)| ds
A2
∫ t
(2j−1)m e
−a(t−s)e−a|s−2jm−j | ds
A2
∫ 2jm+j
(2j−1)m e−a(t−s)e−a(2jm+j−s) ds + A2
∫ t
2jm+j e
−a(t−s)e−a(s−2jm−j ) ds
 A22a e−a(t−2jm−j ) + A2e−a(t−2jm−j )(t − 2jm− j ) 3A22a e−a(t−2jm−j )/2
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since a
e−a
e−a
/2 for any 
0. The fact that inequality (27) holds in the closed
interval [(2j−1)m, (2j+1)m] follows from continuity. We now prove (iii). Let w(t) ∈
C∞(R) be a smooth function such that suppw ∈ (−1, 1) and w′(0) = 1 and set
xˆ1(t) = x1(t, 	′)− x1(t, 	′′)+ ej x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′)w(t − 2jm− ′j )
if (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m and j ∈ Z. Note that xˆ1(t) is a bounded C1-function on
R that satisﬁes, in any interval ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] the equation:
x¨1 + 8f ′
(
2√

	′(t)
)
x1 = h(t, 	′)− h(t, 	′′)
+ 8
[
f ′
(
2√

	′′(t)
)
− f ′
(
2√

	′(t)
)]
x1(t, 	
′′)
−ej x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′)
[
w¨(t − 2jm− ′j )
+ 8f ′
(
2√

	′(t)
)
w(t − 2jm− ′j )
]
together with x˙1(2jm+ ′j ) = 0 when ej = 1. Thus, because of (i) and (20):
max{‖x1(·, 	′)− x1(t, 	′′)‖∞, ‖x˙1(·, 	′)− x˙1(t, 	′′)‖∞}
B‖h(·, 	′)− h(·, 	′′)‖∞
+B˜ sup
j∈Z
|ej x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′)| + 16B
2N

√

‖h(·, 	′′)‖∞‖	′ − 	′′ ‖∞
B‖h(·, 	′)− h(·, 	′′)‖∞ + B˜ sup
j∈Z
|ej x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′)|
+B1‖h(·, 	′′)‖∞ ‖′ − ′′‖
(52)
for some choice of the positive constants B1 and B˜. On the other hand, when ej = 1,
we have, since x˙1(2jm+ ′′j , 	′′) = 0:
x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′) =
∫ 2jm+′j
2jm+′′j x¨1(t, 	
′′) dt
= ∫ 2jm+′j2jm+′′j (h(t, 	′′)− 8f ′ ( 2√	′′(t)) x1(t, 	′′)) dt
and hence
|x˙1(2jm+ ′j , 	′′)| 
[
1+ 8B |f ′(0)|
] ‖h(·, 	′′)‖∞|′j − ′′j |
+ 8B ‖h(·, 	′′)‖∞
∫ ′j−′′j
0
∣∣∣f ′ ( 2√1(t))− f ′(0)∣∣∣ dt

{
1+ 8B [|f ′(0)| + A1N ]
} ‖h(·, 	′′)‖∞|′j − ′′j |.
(53)
Then (iii) follows from (52) and (53). Finally, the proof of Lipschitz continuity of the
map Lm with respect to  is given in the appendix.
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Now we consider the equation
x¨2 + 24 f
′
(
2√

	(t)
)
x2 = h ∈ L∞(R) (54)
and prove the following.
Lemma 2. There exist positive constants B1, C1 ∈ R and m1 ∈ N, such that for any
	 = (E, ) ∈ X and mm1, Eq. (54) has a unique C1 solution x2(t, 	) which is
bounded on R and satisﬁes
‖x2(·, 	)‖∞B1‖h‖∞, ‖x˙2(·, 	)‖∞B1‖h‖∞. (55)
Moreover the following properties hold:
(i) let zp(t) be the unique bounded solution of equation z¨p+ 24 f ′(0)zp = h(t), then
|x2(t, 	)− zp(t)|C1
(
e−am/2 + e−a|t−2jm−j |/2
)
‖h‖∞ (56)
for (2j − 1)m t(2j + 1)m and any j ∈ Z.
(ii) Let 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) with ′, ′′ ∈ #∞E and 	 be either 	′ or 	′′. Assume
that h(t, 	) ∈ L∞(R). Then there exists a constant, cˆ1, independent of 	, such that
the following holds:
max{‖x2(·, 	′)− x2(·, 	′′)‖∞, ‖x˙2(·, 	′)− x˙2(·, 	′′)‖∞}
B1‖h(t, 	′)− h(t, 	′′)‖∞ + cˆ1‖h(t, 	′′)‖∞‖′ − ′′‖∞. (57)
Proof. Since the proof is very similar to that of Lemma 1 (and actually simpler) we
only sketch it emphasizing the differences. Because of assumption (H2), the homoge-
neous equation associated to (54) has an exponential dichotomy on R that is there exists
a projection P of rank one such that the fundamental system X(t) of (54) satisﬁes
‖X(t)PX−1(s)‖ke−b(t−s), for any s t,
‖X(t)(I− P)X−1(s)‖ke−b(t−s), for any ts,
where b =
√
24
 |f ′(0)|. Let v0 ∈ RP , u0 ∈ NP be unitary vectors, and set
(
u(t)
u˙(t)
)
:= X(t)u0,
(
v(t)
v˙(t)
)
:= X(t)v0.
Then it can be proved that (32) holds for any ts whereas (33) hold for any s t .
Now, when ej = 0 Eq. (34), with b instead of a, gives the solution to (54) but now,
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since when ej = 1 we do not impose the condition x˙2(2jm+j ) = 0, we do not need
to split the interval [(2j − 1)m, 2(j + 1)m] in two parts and the general solution of
(54) can be written as
x1(t) =
∫ t
(2j−1)m v(t − 2jm)u(s − 2jm)h(s) ds
+ ∫(2j+1)m
t
u(t − 2jm)v(s − 2jm)h(s) ds
+aju(t − 2jm)/u(−m)+ bjv(t − 2jm)/v(m).
It is easy to see that x1(t) belongs to L∞(R) and is C1 in any open interval ((2j −
1)m, (2j + 1)m). Thus we obtain a unique bounded C1 solution of Eq. (54) provided
we show that Eq. (40) can be uniquely solved. This fact and properties (i), (ii) are
proved as in the proof of Lemma 1 and so we omit it. 
In order to apply Lemma 1, we consider the set
Sm,	 :=
{
h ∈ L∞(R) | Lm,	,j h+
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(t)h(t) dt = 0 for any j ∈ Z
}
.
Note that if 	 = 0 (i.e. (E, ) = (0, 0)) then Sm,	 = L∞(R). Then we construct a
projection Qm,	 : L∞(R) → Sm,	 as follows. If 	 = 0 we set Qm,	 = I, whereas if
	 = 0 (and hence E = 0) we proceed in the following way. For any c = {ci}i∈Z ∈ #∞E ,
we put
c(t) = cj ˙	(t) for (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m .
We recall that #∞E :=
{
c = {ci}i∈Z ∈ #∞ | ci = 0 for ei = 0
}
. Hence c ∈ L∞(R)
and
|c(t)|‖c‖∞|˙	(t)|‖c‖∞‖˙1‖∞.
For any h ∈ L∞(R) we take hc = h− c and consider the system of equations
Lm,	,j hc +
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(t)hc(t) dt = 0, j ∈ Z . (58)
Our purpose is to determine a solution c ∈ #∞E of the above system. Note that, when
ej = 0, one has Lm,	,j = 0, 	(t) = 0 and then the above equation is trivially satisﬁed
no matter of the value of cj . This is the reason why we take cj = 0 when ej = 0. On
the other hand, since 	(t) = 0 in ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] when ej = 0, the value of
cj does not matter to deﬁne c(t) in this interval.
We can write (58) as
[Mm,	 + Lm,	Gm,	]c = [Lm,	 +Nm,	]h, (59)
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where
Lm,	h = {Lm,	,j h}j∈Z ∈ #∞E ,
Mm,	c =
{
cj
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m ˙
2
	(t) dt
}
j∈Z ∈ #
∞
E ,
Gm,	c = c(t) =
∑
j∈Z
cj ˙	(t)((2j−1)m,(2j+1)m](t) ∈ L∞(R),
Nm,	h =
{∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m ˙	(t)h(t) dt
}
j∈Z ∈ #
∞
E .
Note that, for any ﬁxed E ∈ E , both sides of Eq. (59) are elements of #∞E .
Now, we have already observed that ‖Gm,	c‖∞‖˙1‖∞ · ‖c‖∞, moreover, from
Lemma 1 it follows that ‖Lm,	h‖∞Ae−am‖h‖∞. Hence
‖Lm,	Gm,	c‖∞Ae−am‖˙‖∞ · ‖c‖∞ . (60)
Next, setting
A˜1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
|˙1(t)| dt > 0, A˜2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
˙1(t)
2 dt > 0,
we have, for m sufﬁciently large, and any j ∈ Z, such that ej = 1
A˜2
2

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(t)
2 dt
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ m−j
−m−j
˙1(t)
2 dt
∣∣∣∣∣ A˜2
since |j |2 for any j ∈ Z. Thus Mm,	 : #∞E → #∞E is a bounded linear map
(‖Mm,	‖A˜2) which is invertible and it is easy to see that its inverse M−1m,	 satisﬁes:
1
A˜2
‖M−1
m,	‖
2
A˜2
provided m ∈ N is sufﬁciently large. Thus, using also (60) we see that [Mm,	 +
Lm,	Gm,	]−1 exists and is bounded uniformly with respect to (	,m) provided m is
large enough. Finally,
‖Nm,	h‖ = sup
j∈Z
∣∣∣∣ej ∫ m−m ˙1(t − j )h(t + 2jm) dt
∣∣∣∣ A˜1‖h‖ (61)
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and hence Eq. (59) has the unique solution, linear in h
c(m, 	)h = [Mm,	 + Lm,	Gm,	]−1[Lm,	 +Nm,	]h ∈ #∞E
and the linear map h → c(m, 	)h is a bounded linear map from L∞(R) into #∞E with
bound independent of (m, 	) (with mm¯ sufﬁciently large of course).
We set
Pm,	h = c(m,	)h Qm,	 = I− Pm,	.
Obviously, we mean that c(m, 0) = 0 for any m ∈ N so that Pm,0 = 0 and Qm,0 = I.
We have the following:
Proposition 2. Pm,	 : L∞(R)→ L∞(R) is a projection on L∞(R) which is uniformly
bounded with respect to (m, 	) and Lipschitz in  ∈ #∞E uniformly with respect to
(m,E). That is a constant L, independent of (m,E), exists such that ‖Pm,(E,) −
Pm,(E,′)‖L‖− ′‖ for any mm¯ and (E, ), (E, ′) ∈ X. Furthermore,
|[Pm,	h](t)| |c(m, 	)|‖h‖∞|˙	(t)| (62)
and Pm,	h = 0 if and only if
[Lm,	 +Nm,	]h = 0. (63)
Proof. Since there is nothing to prove when 	 = 0 we assume 	 = 0. The fact
that Pm,	 is bounded uniformly with respect to (m, 	) and actually satisﬁes (62) has
already been proved. We now prove the last statement: the equation Pm,	h = 0 holds if
and only if c(m,	)h = 0 that is if and only if h = hc(m,	)h. Thus (63) follows because
c(m, 	)h satisﬁes Eq. (58). Vice versa, if h satisﬁes (63), we have c(m, 	)h = 0 because
of uniqueness and then Pm,	h = 0. We can now prove that Pm,	 is a projection. In
fact, we have
Pm,	[Qm,	h] = Pm,	[h− Pm,	h] = 0
because h − Pm,	h = h − c(m,	)h satisﬁes (63). Thus Pm,	 = P 2m,	. Finally we prove
the Lipschitz continuity of Pm,	. First we prove that
(	, h) → Nm,	h =
{
ej
∫ m
−m
˙1(t − j )h(t + 2jm) dt
}
j∈Z
from X×L∞ into #∞E , is Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly with respect to (m,E).
In fact for ′′, ′ ∈ R with |′′|, |′|2, we have, using ¨1(t) = 4√f
(
2√

1(t)
)
,
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|f ′(x)|N and (51):
∣∣∫ m−m[˙1(t − ′′)− ˙1(t − ′)]h(t + 2jm) dt∣∣

∫ m
−m
∫ 1
0 |¨1(t − 
′′ − (1− 
)′)| d
 dt ‖h‖∞|′′ − ′|
 8N
∫ m
−m
∫ 1
0 |1(t − 
′′ − (1− 
)′)| d
 dt ‖h‖∞|′′ − ′|
 8N
∫ m
−m
∫ 1
0 A2e
−a|t−
′′−(1−
)′| d
 dt ‖h‖∞|′′ − ′|
 8N
∫ m
−m
∫ 1
0 A2e
−a(|t |−2) d
 dt ‖h‖∞|′′ − ′| 16NA2e2aa ‖h‖∞|′′ − ′| .
Similarly, we can prove that the bounded linear maps Mm,	 : #∞E → #∞E and Gm,	 :
#∞E → L∞ are Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly with respect to (E,m). Then
the inverse [Mm,	 + Lm,	Gm,	]−1 has the same property and the same holds for the
solution c(m, 	)h of Eq. (59). Finally, let 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) ∈ X. Then for any
t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] we have
[Pm,	′h− Pm,	′′h](t) = ˙	′′(t)[cj (m, 	′)h− cj (m, 	′′)h] + [˙	′(t)− ˙	′′(t)]cj (m, 	′)h
and hence Pm,	 is Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly with respect to (E,m) because
so are c(m, 	) and ˙	(t) and both are bounded uniformly with respect to (	,m). The
proof is complete. 
Remarks. (a) Obviously Qm,	 is also Lipschitz continuous in , uniformly with respect
to (m,E) and, using Pm,	Qm,	 = 0, we see that the equations
Lm,	,jQm,	h+
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m
˙	(t)[Qm,	h](t) dt = 0
hold for any j ∈ Z. That is Qm,	 is a projection from L∞(R) onto Sm,	 which is
bounded uniformly with respect to (	,m) since so is Pm,	.
(b) It follows from the arguments in the appendix that Lm,	 is not differentiable in
. Hence Pm,	 and Qm,	 are also not differentiable in . So the Lipschitz continuity
of these maps is their best smoothness in .
(c) If h(t) = ˙	(t) and cj = ej for any j ∈ Z, we have hc(t) = ˙	(t) − ˙	(t) = 0
and then (58) is satisﬁed. Thus, because of uniqueness, Pm,	˙	 = ˙	 or
Qm,	˙	 = 0. (64)
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4. Chaotic solutions
We look for solutions of Eqs. (6)–(8) such that the sup-norm of y1(t)−	(t), y2(t) and
z(x, t) are small. Since the function 	(t) has small jumps at the points t = (2j −1)m,
j ∈ Z, we introduce a function v	(t) ∈ L∞(R) which has small norm and such that
	(t) = 	(t)+ v	(t)
is C1. As an example we can take the function:
v	(t) = pj4m2 (t − (2j − 1)m)
2 + qj
8m3
(t − (2j − 1)m)3
if (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m, j ∈ Z, where
pj = 3
(
	(((2j + 1)m)+)− 	(((2j + 1)m)−)
)
+2m (˙	(((2j + 1)m)−)− ˙	(((2j + 1)m)+)) ,
qj = 2m
(
˙	(((2j + 1)m)+)− ˙	(((2j + 1)m)−)
)
+2 (	(((2j + 1)m)−)− 	(((2j + 1)m)+)) .
Again, we will silently include, in the deﬁnition of v	(t) and 	(t), also the end points
of the intervals [(2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m] as we did for the function 	(t). Next, from
(51) we obtain, for any j ∈ Z:
max
{|	(((2j + 1)m)±)|, |˙	(((2j + 1)m)±)|} A2e2ae−am = A¯2e−am,
where A¯2 = A2e2a . As a consequence, we get
‖v	‖∞(10+ 8m)A¯2e−am,
‖v˙	‖∞(12+ 10m)A¯2e−am/m,
‖v¨	‖∞(9+ 8m)A¯2e−am/m2 ,
(65)
or, since 0 < ε2−4/3 (and hence m > ε−3/42):
‖v	‖∞ < 12A¯2
a7/3
ε, ‖v˙	‖∞ < 6A¯2
a4/3
ε, ‖v¨	‖∞ < 6A¯2
a
ε3/2 . (66)
Note that, to obtain inequalities (66) from (65) we have used the fact that, for  > 0,
and 
 > 0 we have 
e−
(/e) and
(
4
3e
)4/3
<
2
5
,
1
e
<
1
2
,
(
7
3e
)7/3
< 1 .
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Let  = max
{
12e2a
a7/3
, 6e
2a
a4/3
, 6e
2a
a
, e2a
}
, then:
‖v	‖∞A2ε, ‖v˙	‖∞A2ε, ‖v¨	‖∞A2ε3/2 . (67)
For reasons that will be clearer later, we now prove that the functions v	(t), v˙	(t)
and v¨	(t) are Lipschitz continuous in , uniformly with respect to (E,m) and that the
Lipschitz constant is of the order O(ε) as ε → 0, uniformly with respect to (E,m).
So, let 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) ∈ X. For any t ∈ ((2j − 1), (2j + 1)m] we have
(with obvious meaning of symbols):
|v	′(t)− v	′′(t)| |p′j − p′′j | + |q ′j − q ′′j |,
|v˙	′(t)− v˙	′′(t)|
2|p′j−p′′j |+3|q ′j−q ′′j |
2m ,
|v¨	′(t)− v¨	′′(t)|
|p′j−p′′j |+3|q ′j−q ′′j |
2m2 .
Thus it is enough to estimate |p′j − p′′j | and |q ′j − q ′′j |. Assume ej = 1, then
	(((2j + 1)m)−) = 1(m− j )
and hence, using (51) and |′j |, |′′j |2 (recall that A¯2 = A2e2a):
|	′(((2j + 1)m)−)− 	′′(((2j + 1)m)−)|A¯2e−am|′j − ′′j |.
Similarly, if ej+1 = 1:
|	′(((2j + 1)m)+)− 	′′(((2j + 1)m)+)|A¯2e−am|′j+1 − ′′j+1|.
On the other hand if, say, ej = 0 then 	(((2j + 1)m)−) = 0, ′j = ′′j = 0 and the
same conclusion holds. Thus we get, for any j ∈ Z (recall that m > 3):
|p′j − p′′j |(6+ 4m)A¯2e−am‖′ − ′′‖ < 6mA¯2e−am‖′ − ′′‖
and similarly,
|q ′j − q ′′j |(4+ 4m)A¯2e−am‖′ − ′′‖ < 6mA¯2e−am‖′ − ′′‖.
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Hence, as for (67), we see that the following holds:
‖v	′ − v	′′ ‖∞ < A2ε‖′ − ′′‖,
‖v˙	′ − v˙	′′ ‖∞ < A2ε‖′ − ′′‖,
‖v¨	′ − v¨	′′ ‖∞ < A2ε3/2‖′ − ′′‖,
(68)
which is what we wanted to prove.
Now we replace y1(t) with y1(t)+ 	(t) in (6)–(8) and project the right-hand side
of the differential equation for the new y1(t) to Sm,	. Since 	(t) satisﬁes (19) and
Qm,	˙	(t) = 0 (see (64)), we obtain
y¨1(t)+ 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
y1(t)
= −Qm,	
{√
εy˙1(t)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t) dx
+ 2√

f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] − 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
− 4√

f
(
2√

	(t)
)
+ 2√

f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] + 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z
(
4 , t
))
− 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
y1(t)+√εv˙	(t)+ v¨	(t)
}
,
(69)
y¨2(t)+ 24 f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
y2(t)
= −
{√
εy˙2(t)+ 16
√
3

∫ /4
0 h(x, t)
(
x − 8
)
dx
−2
√
3
f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] − 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
+2
√
3
f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] + 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(/4, t)
)
− 24 f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
y2(t)
}
,
(70)
∫∞
−∞
∫ /4
0
{
z(x, t)
[
vtt (x, t)+ 1ε vxxxx(x, t)−
√
εvt (x, t)
]
+h(x, t)v(x, t)} dx dt + ∫∞−∞ {f (u(0, t))v(0, t)
+f (u(/4, t))v(/4, t)} dt = 0,
(71)
where in (71) we wrote u(x, t) for 2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] + y2(t)w0(x)+ z(x, t).
Let C1b(R) be the space of C1 functions that are bounded together with their ﬁrst
derivative on R. To make notations simpler we deﬁne the Banach spaces Y1 and Y2 as
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the space C1b(R) endowed with the norms
‖y1‖ = 2√ sup
t∈R
{|y1(t)|, |y˙1(t)|} ,
‖y2‖ = 2
√
3
 sup
t∈R
{|y2(t)|, |y˙2(t)|} ,
respectively. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, y1(t), yˆ1(t), resp. y2(t), yˆ2(t) will denote
functions in Y1, resp. Y2 and the norm in Y1 × Y2 will be ‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖.
Next, let  > 0 be a ﬁxed positive number, y1(t) ∈ Y1, y2(t) ∈ Y2 and z(x, t) ∈
C0b ([0, 4 ] × R) be such that ‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞. For any ﬁxed choice of such
functions we set
H1(x, t) = h(x, t),
H2(t, 	) = f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] − 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
− f
(
2√

	(t)
)
−f ′
(
2√

	(t)
) [
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
]
,
H3(t, 	) = f
(
2√

[y1(t)+ 	(t)] + 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z
(
4 , t
))− f ( 2√

	(t)
)
−f ′
(
2√

	(t)
) [
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z
(
4 , t
)]
,
Hˆ2(t, 	) = f
(
2√

	(t)
)
+
[
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′(0)
]
×
[
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
]
,
Hˆ3(t, 	) = f
(
2√

	(t)
)
+
[
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′(0)
]
×
[
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z
(
4 , t
)]
,
H˜21(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)
]
, H˜22(t) = f ′(0)z(0, t),
H˜31(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)
]
, H˜32(t) = f ′(0)z
(
4 , t
)
,
Hˆ20(t, 	) = Hˆ30(t, 	) = f
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f (0),
Hˆ21(t, 	) =
[
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′(0)
] [
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
]
,
Hˆ31(t, 	) =
[
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′(0)
] [
2√

y1(t)+ 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(/4, t)
]
.
(72)
Let us continue to denote with N an upper bound for f ′(x) and f ′′(x) in a neigh-
borhood of (t). We have the following result.
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Lemma 3. There exist positive constant k3 and a function ˜() > 0 with lim
→0 ˜() =
0, such that if ‖y1‖+ ‖y2‖+ ‖z‖∞1, E ∈ E and ′, ′′ ∈ #∞E the following hold:
|Hj(t, 	′)−Hj(t, 	′′)|˜()[ε + e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖, j = 2, 3,
|Hˆj1(t, 	′)− Hˆj1(t, 	′′)|k3[ε + e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖, j = 2, 3
where 	′ = (E, ′) and 	′′ = (E, ′′) and t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m]. Furthermore,
Hˆ20(t, 	
′) − Hˆ20(t, 	′′) = Hˆ30(t, 	′) − Hˆ30(t, 	′′) can be written as the sum of two
piecewise C1-functions H01(t)+H02(t), such that
|H01(t)|k3ε‖′ − ′′‖, j = 2, 3,
|H02(t)|k3e−a|t−2jm|‖′ − ′′‖, j = 2, 3,
|H˙02(t)|k3e−a|t−2jm|‖′ − ′′‖, j = 2, 3,
where 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) and t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m].
Proof. Let ej = 1. Then, for any t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m], we have
|	′(t)− 	′′(t)| [|˙1(t − 2jm− 
′j − (1− 
)′′j )| + A2ε]‖′ − ′′‖
[A2ε + A¯2e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖.
Obviously, a similar conclusion holds when ej = 0 since in this case we have
	(t) = v	(t) for any t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m]. Next, for any x ∈ R we have
|x+ 2√

	(t)| |x|+ 2√‖v	‖∞+‖‖∞ |x|+ 2√A2ε+A1. Thus, for any (y1, y2, z)
such that |y1| + |y2| + |z| and 	 ∈ X, the functions f (j)(y1 + 	(t) + y2 + z),
j = 0, 1, 2 are bounded. Since:
H2(t, 	
′)−H2(t, 	′′) =
∫ 2√

	′ (t)
2√

	′′ (t)
f ′
(
2√

y1(t)+ 
− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
)
− f ′(
)
−f ′′(
)
[
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
]
d

=
∫ 2√

	′ (t)
2√

	′′ (t)
∫ 1
0
f ′′
(

+ 
[
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
])
−f ′′(
) d d
 ·
[
2√

y1(t)− 2
√
3
y2(t)+ z(0, t)
]
,
we obtain
|H2(t, 	′)−H2(t, 	′′)|  2√0()|	′(t)− 	′′(t)|
˜()[ε + e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖,
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where 0() := sup{|y| ;|x|A1} |f ′′(x + y) − f ′′(x)| → 0 as  → 0 and ˜() =
2√

A20(). Similarly
|H3(t, 	′)−H3(t, 	′′)|˜()[ε + e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖,
whereas, for j = 2, 3 we get
|Hˆj1(t, 	′)− Hˆj1(t, 	′′)|  2N√

|	′(t)− 	′′(t)|
 2A2N√

[ε + e−a|t−2jm|]‖′ − ′′‖.
The ﬁrst part of the lemma then follows. As for the second we write
Hˆ20(t, 	
′)− Hˆ20(t, 	′′) = H01(t)+H02(t),
where
H01(t) = f
(
2√

	′(t)
)
− f
(
2√

	′(t)
)
− f
(
2√

	′′(t)
)
+ f
(
2√

	′′(t)
)
,
H02(t) = f
(
2√

	′(t)
)
− f
(
2√

	′′(t)
)
.
Then, using (20) and (68):
|H01(t)| 
∣∣∣f ( 2√	′(t))− f ( 2√ [	′(t)+ v	′′(t)])∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣f ( 2√ [	′(t)+ v	′′(t)])− f ( 2√	′(t))− f ( 2√ [	′′(t)+ v	′′(t)])
+f
(
2√

	′′(t)
)∣∣∣
 2√

NA2ε‖′ − ′′‖ +
∫ 2√ v	′′ (t)
0
∣∣∣f ′ ( 2√	′(t)+ 
)
−f ′
(
2√

	′′(t)+ 

)∣∣∣ d

 2√

NA2ε
(
1+ 2
√
2√

‖˙‖∞
)
‖′ − ′′‖k3ε‖′ − ′′‖ .
Finally, for any t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m], j ∈ Z, with ej = 1, we have
H02(t) = f
(
2√

1(t − 2jm− ′j )
)
− f
(
2√

1(t − 2jm− ′′j )
)
= 2√

∫ ′′j
′j
f ′
(
2√

1(t − 2jm− 
)
)
˙1(t − 2jm− 
) d
.
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Thus
|H02(t)| 2A¯2N√

e−a|t−2jm||′j − ′′j |k3e−a|t−2jm|‖′ − ′′‖
and similarly, differentiating with respect to t:
|H˙02(t)| 2A¯2N√

(
1+ 2√

A¯2
)
e−a|t−2jm||′j − ′′j |k3e−a|t−2jm|‖′ − ′′‖.
The proof is complete. 
Now, consider the unique solution, whose existence is stated in Proposition 1, of
Eq. (71) with zˆ(x, t) instead of z(x, t) and 2√

[y1(t) + 	(t)] + y2(t)w0(x) + z(x, t)
instead of u(x, t):
zˆ(x, t) = F1(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε)+ L1ε(y1, y2)+ L2ε(z),
where
F1(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) := Lε(H1, H2, H3)+ Lε(0, Hˆ2, Hˆ3) ,
L1ε(y1, y2) := Lε(0, H˜21, H˜31) ,
L2ε(z) := Lε(0, H˜22, H˜32).
We are thinking of F1(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) as a map from
C0b ([0,/4] × R)× Y1 × Y2 ×X × R× R+ → C0b ([0,/4] × R) .
We will need the following result.
Lemma 4. For any ﬁxed, small, ε > 0, L1ε : Y1 × Y2 → C0b ([0,/4] × R) and
L2ε : C0b ([0,/4] × R) → C0b ([0,/4] × R) are bounded linear maps whose norms
satisfy:
‖L1ε‖2M1M2|f ′(0)|−1 ,
‖L2ε‖2M1M2|f ′(0)|−1 . (73)
Moreover a function () > 0 exists such that lim→0 () = 0 and for ‖y1‖+‖y2‖+
‖z‖, ‖y˜1‖ + ‖y˜2‖ + ‖z˜‖ the following hold:
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(i)
‖F1(z, y1, y2,, 	, ε)‖∞
 2M1M2
√
ε||(√ε‖h‖∞ + −1‖ht‖∞)
+ 4√

A2M1M2N
[
5
(
1
5
+ 1+ 1
a
) ( 1
 + ε
)+ 2−1√ε] ε
+2M1M2
[
−1()+ 2√

A2N
√
ε
(
1
3
+ 2
a
+ 
√
ε
)]
×(‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞) ,
(74)
(ii) for any 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′) ∈ X, ′, ′′, we have
‖F1(z, y1, y2,′, 	′, ε)− F1(z˜, y˜1, y˜2,′′, 	′′, ε)‖∞
 4M1M2
√
ε
[
5
√
ε
(
1
5
+ 1+ 1
a
)
+ 2−1
]
(‖h‖∞ + ‖ht‖∞)|′ − ′′|
+2M1M2
[
−1()+ 2√

A2N
√
ε
(
1
3
+ 2
a
+ 
√
ε
)]
×(‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞)
+4k3M1M2
(√
ε
 + 13 +
2
a
)

√
ε‖′ − ′′‖
+10k3M1M2ε
(
1
5 + 15 + 1+
1
a
)
‖′ − ′′‖ ,
(75)
k3 being the positive constant of Lemma 3.
Proof. From [3, Lemma 2, Eqs. (3.17), (3.20)] we get (73) along with the estimate
‖Lε(H1, H2, H3)‖∞ M1M22
√
ε||(√ε‖h‖∞ + −1‖ht‖∞)
+2M1M2−1()(‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞) ,
(76)
where
() = sup
|y1|+|y2 |+|z| −∞<t<∞
∣∣∣∣f ′ (y1 + 2√	(t)+ y2 + z
)
− f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)∣∣∣∣→ 0
as → 0.
Since f (0) = 0 we have Hˆ2(t, 	) = Hˆ20(t, 	)+ Hˆ21(t, 	) and Hˆ3(t, 	) = Hˆ30(t, 	)+
Hˆ31(t, 	), Hˆij (t) having been deﬁned in (72). Now, Hˆ20(t, 	) ∈ C1b(R) and the following
inequalities hold (see also (51)):
|Hˆ20(t, 	)| 2N√ |	(t)| 2√A2N [ε + e−a|t−2jm−j |] ,
| ˙ˆH 20(t, 	)| 2N√ |˙	(t)| 2√A2N [ε + e−a|t−2jm−j |]
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for (2j − 1)m < t(2j + 1)m, j ∈ Z. Hence, from Proposition 1(b), (17), (18) we
get
‖Lε(0, Hˆ20, Hˆ30)‖∞ 4√

A2M1M2N
[
5
(
1
5
+ 1+ 1
a
)(
1

+ ε
)
+ 2

√
ε
]
ε. (77)
Next,
|Hˆ21(t, 	)|  2N√ |	(t)|[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞]
 2√

A2N [ε + e−a|t−2jm−j |][‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞],
|Hˆ31(t, 	)|  2N√ |	(t)|[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞]
 2√

A2N [ε + e−a|t−2jm−j |][‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞].
Thus, from Proposition 1(a) and (17) we obtain:
‖Lε(0, Hˆ21, Hˆ31)‖∞  4√

M1M2A2N
√
ε
(
1
3
+ 2
a
+ 
√
ε

)
×[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞] (78)
and (74) follows from (76) to (78). Finally, we prove (75). Using arguments similar
to the above we see that
‖F1(z, y1, y2,′′, 	′′, ε)− F1(z˜, y˜1, y˜2,′′, 	′′, ε)‖∞
2M1M2
[
−1()+ 2√

A2N
√
ε
(
1
3
+ 2
a
+ 
√
ε
)]
×[‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞].
Next,
F1(z, y1, y2,′, 	′, ε)− F1(z, y1, y2,′′, 	′′, ε)
= Lε((′ − ′′)h, 0, 0)+ Lε(0, H2(·, 	′)−H2(·, 	′′),H3(·, 	′)−H3(·, 	′′))
+Lε(0, Hˆ20(·, 	′)− Hˆ20(·, 	′′), Hˆ30(·, 	′)− Hˆ30(·, 	′′))
+Lε(0, Hˆ21(·, 	′)− Hˆ21(·, 	′′), Hˆ31(·, 	′)− Hˆ31(·, 	′′))
and hence, from Lemma 3, Proposition 1, (17) and (18) we obtain
‖F1(z, y1, y2,′, 	′, ε)− F1(z, y1, y2,′′, 	′′, ε)‖∞
4k3M1M2
(√
ε
 + 13 +
2
a
)

√
ε‖′ − ′′‖
+4M1M2
√
ε
[
5
√
ε
(
1
5
+ 1
)
+ 2
]
(‖h‖∞ + ‖ht‖∞)|′ − ′′|
+10k3M1M2ε
(
1
5 + 15 + 1+
1
a
)
‖′ − ′′‖ .
Eq. (75) then follows from the above two estimates. The proof is complete. 
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Now, for given (y1(t), y2(t), z(x, t)) ∈ Y1 × Y2 × C0b ([0, 4 ] × R), we denote with
(yˆ1(t), yˆ2(t)) the unique solution of
¨ˆy1(t)+ 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ1(t) = g1(t),
¨ˆy2(t)+ 24 f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ2(t) = g2(t),
(79)
where g1(t), g2(t) are the right-hand sides of Eqs. (69), (70), that satisfy ˙ˆy1(2jm+j ) =
0 for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1. These solutions exist because of Lemmas 1 and 2,
moreover
‖yˆ1‖B‖g1‖ , ‖yˆ2‖B1‖g2‖, (80)
where B and B1 have been deﬁned in Lemmas 1 and 2. Note that in the above formula
the norm on the left is the norm in Y1 (resp. Y2), while ‖g1‖ = 2√ supt∈R |g1(t)| and
‖g2‖ = 2
√
3
 supt∈R |g2(t)|. Let
g11(t) = g1(t)+Qm,	
{
2√

f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
[z(0, t)+ z(/4, t)]
}
,
g21(t) = g2(t)+ 2
√
3
f
′
(
2√

	(t)
)
[z(/4, t)− z(0, t)].
Then (yˆ1(t), yˆ2(t)) can be written as
yˆ1(t) = yˆ11(t)+ yˆ10(t),
yˆ2(t) = yˆ21(t)+ yˆ20(t),
where (yˆ11(t), yˆ21(t)) ∈ Y1 × Y2 is the unique bounded solution of
¨ˆy11(t)+ 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ11(t) = g11(t),
¨ˆy21(t)+ 24 f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ21(t) = g21(t),
(81)
that satisﬁes ˙ˆy11(2jm+ j ) = 0 for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1, and (yˆ10(t), yˆ20(t)) ∈
Y1 × Y2 is the unique bounded solution of
¨ˆy10(t)+ 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ10(t) = −Qm,	
[
2√

f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
×[z(0, t)+ z(/4, t)]
]
,
¨ˆy20(t)+ 24 f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
yˆ20(t) = −2
√
3
f
′
(
2√

	(t)
)
[z(/4, t)− z(0, t)],
(82)
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that satisﬁes ˙ˆy10(2jm+ j ) = 0 for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1. We set
F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) = (yˆ11, yˆ21) ∈ Y1 × Y2,
Lz = (yˆ10, yˆ20).
Then we have the following result:
Lemma 5. L : C0b ([0,/4]×R)→ Y1×Y2 is a bounded linear map. Moreover, positive
constants k6 and k7 and a function (, ε) > 0 exist such that lim(,ε)→(0,0) (, ε) = 0
and for ‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖, ‖y˜1‖ + ‖y˜2‖ + ‖˜z‖ the following hold:
(i)
‖F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε)‖¯(, ε)[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞] + k6|| + k7ε. (83)
(ii) For any 	 = (E, ), 	˜ = (E, ˜) ∈ X, , ˜, we have
‖F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε)− F2(˜z, y˜1, y˜2, 	˜, ˜, ε)‖
¯(, ε)[‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞]
+[¯(, ε)+ k6|| + k7ε]‖− ˜‖∞ + k6|− ˜|.
(84)
Proof. First we note that from Remark (a) after Proposition 2 the existence follows
of a constant A4 > 0 such that ‖Qm,	‖A4 and ‖Qm,	′ −Qm,	′′ ‖A4‖′ − ′′‖ for
any m sufﬁciently large and any 	, 	′, 	′′ ∈ X with 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′). Then,
L is obviously linear and from (80) it easily follows that
‖yˆ10‖ + ‖yˆ20‖ 8N(A4B + 3B1) ‖z‖∞,
that is L is bounded and
‖L‖ 8N(A4B + 3B1)

.
Next, it is easy to see that
‖g11‖ A4
{√
ε‖y1‖ + ||‖h‖∞ + 2A2√ (1+ )ε3/2 + 16A2N√ ε
+ 16A2N

√

ε‖y1‖ + 8()[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞]
}
 12B {¯(, ε)[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞] + k6|| + 2k7ε},
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where ¯(, ε)→ 0 as + |ε| → 0 and k6, k7 are suitably chosen. Similarly
‖g21‖ 12B1 {¯(, ε)[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞] + k6||}.
Thus (83) follows from (79).
To prove (84), let (z(x, t), y1(t), y2(t), 	,), (˜z(x, t), y˜1(t), y˜2(t), 	˜, ˜) be as in the
statement of the theorem and write g11(t, z(0, t), z(4 , t), y1(t), y2(t), 	,, ε) for g11(t)
and g˜11(t) for g11(t, z˜(0, t), z˜(/4, t), y˜1(t), y˜2(t), 	˜, ˜, ε). From Lemma 1(iii) and
Lemma 2(ii) we know that
‖F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε)− F2(˜z, y˜1, y˜2, 	˜, ˜, ε)‖
B‖g11 − g˜11‖ + B1‖g21 − g˜21‖ + [c1‖g11‖ + cˆ1‖g21‖] ‖− ˜‖.
where
g˜21(t) = g21(t, z˜(0, t), z˜(/4, t), y˜1(t), y˜2(t), 	˜, ˜, ε).
Now we have
g11(t)− g˜11(t) = G11(t)+ G˜11(t),
where
G11(t) = g11
(
t, z(0, t), z
(
4 , t
)
, y1(t), y2(t), 	,, ε
)
−g11(t, z(0, t), z
(
4 , t
)
, y1(t), y2(t), 	˜, ˜, ε),
G˜11(t) = g11
(
t, z(0, t), z
(
4 , t
)
, y1(t), y2(t), 	˜, ˜, ε
)
−g11
(
t, z˜(0, t), z˜
(
4 , t
)
, y˜1(t), y˜2(t), 	˜, ˜, ε
)
.
An argument similar to the above shows that
‖G˜11‖ 12B ¯(, ε)[‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞].
On the other hand, since
g11(t) = −Qm,	
{√
εy˙1(t)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t) dx + 2√ [H2(t, 	)+H3(t, 	)]
− 8
[
f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)]
y1(t)+√εv˙	(t)+ v¨	(t)
+ 4√

[
f
(
2√

	(t)
)
− f
(
2√

	(t)
)]}
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we have, using also the estimate for H01(t) given during the proof of Lemma 3,
‖G11‖  12A4B ‖Qm,	 −Qm,˜	‖
{
¯(, ε)[‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞] + k6|| + 2k7ε
}
+ 12B
{
k6|− ˜| + k8[˜()(1+ ε)+ ε(1+ )]‖− ˜‖
}
 12B
[
¯(, ε)+ k6|| + 2k7ε + k8
(
˜()(1+ ε)+ ε(1+ )
)]
‖− ˜‖
+ 12B k6|− ˜|
and then
‖g11 − g˜11‖  12B
{
¯(, ε)[‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞] + k6|− ˜|
+
[
¯(, ε)+ k6|| + 2k7ε + k8
(
˜()(1+ ε)+ ε(1+ )
)]
×‖− ˜‖
}
.
Similarly
‖g21 − g˜21‖  12B1
{
¯(, ε)[‖y1 − y˜1‖ + ‖y2 − y˜2‖ + ‖z− z˜‖∞]
+k8
(
˜()(1+ ε)+ ε(1+ )
)
‖− ˜‖ + k6|− ˜|
}
hence, (84) follows from (28), (57) and (79) provided ε > 0 and  > 0 are sufﬁciently
small. The proof is complete. 
Our goal is to prove that the map (z(x, t), y1(t), y2(t)) → (zˆ(x, t), yˆ1(t), yˆ2(t)) has
a unique ﬁxed point which is then a solution of Eqs. (69)–(71). To this end we will
make use of the following result, whose proof we omit since it is a slight modiﬁcation
of Lemma 4 in [3].
Lemma 6. Let Z, Y be Banach spaces, BZ×Y () be the closed ball centered at zero
and of radius , S be a set of parameters, M ⊂ S × (0, ¯], and F : BZ×Y ()×M ×
[−¯, ¯] × (0, ¯] → Z × Y be a map deﬁned as:
F(z, y,,,) =
(
F1(z, y,,,)+ L1y + L2z
F2(z, y,,,)+ Lz
)
,
L1 : Y → Z, L2 : Z → Z and L : Z → Y being uniformly bounded linear maps
for  > 0 small. Assume that a constant C and a function (,,) exist such that
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lim
(,,)→(0,0,0)(,,) = 0, and
‖F1(z, y,,,)‖C(|| + )+ (,,)(‖z‖ + ‖y‖) ,
‖F2(z, y,,,)‖C|| + (,,)(‖z‖ + ‖y‖) ,
‖L1F2(z, y,,,)‖C(|| + )+ (,,)(‖z‖ + ‖y‖),
‖Fi(z2, y2,,,)− Fi(z1, y1,,,)‖(,,)(‖z2 − z1‖ + ‖y2 − y1‖).
(85)
when ‖z‖ + ‖y‖ < , ‖z1‖ + ‖y1‖ < , and ‖z2‖ + ‖y2‖ < .
If there are 0 <  < 1 and ¯0 > 0 such that
‖L1L+ L2‖ < 
for any 0 <  ¯0, then there exist 0 > 0, 0 > 0, 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 such that for
||0,  ∈ M , and 0 < 0, F has a unique ﬁxed point (z(,,), y(,,)) ∈
BZ(1)× BY (2). Moreover,
‖z(,,)‖ + ‖y(,,)‖C1(|| + ) (86)
for some positive constant C1 independent of (,,), and
‖z(,,)‖/(|| + )→ 0
uniformly with respect to , as (,)→ (0, 0),  > 0. Finally, (z(,,), y(,,))
is Cr , r0, in (,) if, F(z, y,,,) is Cr in (z, y,,).
We apply Lemma 6 with  = √ε ¯ = (1/2)2/3, S = X×N,  = (	,m,) ∈ M :=
X × {(m,) ∈ N× (0, ¯) : m[−3/2] + 1} and
F1(z, y1, y2, 	,,) = Lε(H1, H2, H3)+ Lε(0, Hˆ2, Hˆ3),
F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) = (yˆ11, yˆ21),
L1(y1, y2) := L1ε(y1, y2) = Lε(0, H˜21, H˜31),
L2z := L2εz = Lε(0, H˜22, H˜32),
Lz = (yˆ10, yˆ20),
where Hi(t), Hˆi(t) and H˜ij (t) have been deﬁned in (72). We get the following result.
Theorem 1. Assume that conditions (H1) and (H2) hold and that  > 0 is a ﬁxed
positive number such that
(H3) 2M1M2|f ′(0)| < .
Let  > 0 be ﬁxed. Then there exist positive numbers 1 > 0, 2 > 0, ε0 > 0, and
0 > 0 such that for any 	 ∈ X, 0 < ε < ε0, || < 0, m > ε−3/4 and ε||,
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the integro-differential system (69)–(71) has a unique bounded solution
(z(x, t,, ε, , 	,m), y1(t,, ε, , 	,m), y2(t,, ε, , 	,m))
such that
‖z(x, t,, ε, , 	,m)‖∞ < 1,
‖y1(t,, ε, , 	,m)‖ + ‖y2(t,, ε, , 	,m)‖ < 2.
Moreover
‖z(·, ·,, ε, , 	,m)‖∞ + ‖y1(·,, ε, , 	,m)‖ + ‖y2(·,, ε, , 	,m)‖C˜1(|| + √ε)
for some positive constant C˜1 independent of (, ε, 	), and
‖z(·, ·,, ε, , 	,m)‖∞/(|| + √ε)→ 0
uniformly with respect to (	,m), as (, ε)→ (0, 0), ε > 0. Finally,
z(·, ·,, ε, , 	,m), y1(·,, ε, , 	,m), and y2(·,, ε, , 	,m)
are Lipschitz in  uniformly with respect to (E,m) and the Lipschitz constants are
O(
√
ε + ||) for y1, y2 and o(√ε + ||) for z.
Proof. We shall prove that the assumptions of Lemma 6 are satisﬁed. Of course
we take Z = C0b ([0,/4] × R), Y = Y1 × Y2 as Banach spaces, S = X × N and
M = {(	,m,) | 	 ∈ X,m ∈ N,m > −3/2}. The fact that L1 = L1ε and L2 = L2ε
are bounded linear maps, as well as the fact that zˆ = F1(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) satisﬁes
the ﬁrst and fourth condition in (85) follows from Lemma 4. Similarly the facts that
L : Z → Y is a bounded linear map and F2(z, y1, y2, 	,, ε) satisﬁes the second and
fourth inequalities in (85) follows from Lemma 5 (see (83), (84)) and the assumption
ε||. Thus, in order to apply Lemma 6, we only need to prove that
‖L1ε(yˆ11, yˆ21)‖∞C(|| + √ε)√ε + (,,√ε)(‖z‖∞ + ‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖) (87)
and that
‖(L1εL+ L2ε)z‖∞‖z‖∞ (88)
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for any ε > 0 small enough and some  ∈ (0, 1). First we prove (87). We have
L1ε(yˆ11, yˆ21)
= Lε
(
0, f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ11(t)− 2
√
3
 yˆ21(t)
]
, f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ11(t)+ 2
√
3
 yˆ21(t)
])
.
Now, from (83), (84) and the deﬁnition of the norms in Y1, Y2, we see that yˆ11(t) and
yˆ21(t) are bounded together with their ﬁrst derivatives. Thus, using Proposition 1(b),
(83), (84), and assumption (H3) we get
‖L1ε(yˆ11, yˆ21)‖∞  2M1M2|f ′(0)|
[
5ε
(
1
5
+ 1
)
+ 2
√
ε
]
· [‖yˆ11‖ + ‖yˆ21‖]
 √ε
[
5
√
ε
(
1
4
+ 
)
+ 2
]
· [‖yˆ11‖ + ‖yˆ21‖]
 c˜1
√
ε[()+√ε(+√ε)](‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞)
+c˜2√ε(||‖h‖∞ + ε(√ε + 2))
for some suitable choice of the positive constants c˜1 and c˜2 (possibly dependent on ).
Thus (87) follows.
Now, we look at L1εLz. We have
L1εLz
= Lε
(
0, f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ10(t)− 2
√
3

yˆ20(t)
]
, f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ10(t)+ 2
√
3

yˆ20(t)
])
,
where (yˆ10(t), yˆ20(t)) ∈ Y1×Y2 is the unique bounded solution of Eq. (82) that satisﬁes˙ˆy10(2jm+ j ) = 0 for any j ∈ Z such that ej = 1. Let (yˆ12(t), yˆ22(t)) ∈ Y1 × Y2 be
the unique bounded solution of
¨ˆy12(t)+ 8f ′(0)yˆ12(t) = −Qm,	
{
2√

f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
[z(0, t)+ z(/4, t)]
}
,
¨ˆy22(t)+ 24 f ′(0)yˆ22(t) = −2
√
3
f
′
(
2√

	(t)
)
[z(/4, t)− z(0, t)]
and (yˆ13(t), yˆ23(t)) ∈ Y1 × Y2, be the unique bounded solution of
¨ˆy13(t)+ 8f ′(0)yˆ13(t) = − 2√f ′(0)[z(0, t)+ z(/4, t)]
}
,
¨ˆy23(t)+ 24 f ′(0)yˆ23(t) = −2
√
3
f
′(0)[z(/4, t)− z(0, t)].
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We set
H¯23(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

(yˆ10(t)− yˆ12(t))− 2
√
3
 (yˆ20(t)− yˆ22(t))
]
,
H˜23(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

(yˆ12(t)− yˆ13(t))− 2
√
3
 (yˆ22(t)− yˆ23(t))
]
,
Hˆ23(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ13(t)− 2
√
3
 yˆ23(t)
]
,
H¯33(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

(yˆ10(t)− yˆ12(t))+ 2
√
3
 (yˆ20(t)− yˆ22(t))
]
,
H˜33(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

(yˆ12(t)− yˆ13(t))+ 2
√
3
 (yˆ22(t)− yˆ23(t))
]
,
Hˆ33(t) = f ′(0)
[
2√

yˆ13(t)+ 2
√
3
 yˆ23(t)
]
and note that
L1εLz = Lε(0, H¯23(t), H¯33(t))+ Lε(0, H˜23(t), H˜33(t))+ Lε(0, Hˆ23(t), Hˆ33(t)).
We know from [3, above Eq. (3.39)] that
‖Lε(0, Hˆ23(t), Hˆ33(t))‖∞ 8M1M2|f ′(0)|√ε
(
2a−1 +√ε
)
‖z‖∞
4√ε(2a + √ε)‖z‖∞ .
Then from Lemmas 1(ii) and 2(i) we obtain
|yˆ10(t)− yˆ12(t)| 4A4NC√
(
e−am/2 + e−a|t−2jm−j |/2) ‖z‖∞,
|yˆ20(t)− yˆ22(t)|4NC1
√
3

(
e−am/2 + e−a|t−2jm−j |/2) ‖z‖∞
for t ∈ ((2j − 1)m, (2j + 1)m], whereas, Lemmas 1(iii) and 2(ii) with E = {0} and
′ = ′′ = 0, give
‖yˆ12 − yˆ13‖ 8B (A4 + 1)N‖z‖∞
and
‖yˆ22 − yˆ23‖ 48B1 N‖z‖∞
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the norms of the left-hand sides being in Y1 and Y2 respectively. Thus, Proposition 1(a)
implies, after some algebra:
‖Lε(0, H¯23, H¯33)‖∞ 8N (A4C + 3C1)
(
1
(2a2)1/3
+ 1
2
+ 4
a
)√
ε‖z‖∞
having used the inequality e−am/2 <
√
ε
(
1
2a2
)1/3
that follows from
(
am
2
)2/3
e− am2 < 12
and mε−3/4.
Next, applying again Proposition 1(b) with k2 = 0 (and hence letting  tend to +∞)
give
‖Lε(0, H˜23, H˜33)‖∞ 8N (B(A4 + 1)+ 6B1)
√
ε
[
5
√
ε
(
1
4
+ 
)
+ 2
]
‖z‖∞.
Plugging everything together we obtain
‖L1εL‖K√ε,
where K is a positive constant depending only on . Thus, using (73) we get
‖L1εL+ L2ε‖2M1M2−1|f ′(0)| +K√ε
and then, from assumption (H3), we see that ε0 > 0 exists such that, for any ε ∈ (0, ε0),
(88) holds. Since the assumptions of Lemma 6 are satisﬁed we obtain a solution of
Eqs. (69)–(71) provided 0 < ε < ε0, || < 0 and ε||.
Finally, we prove that this solution satisﬁes the Lipschitz condition in  ∈ #∞E as it
is stated in the Theorem. Let 	′ = (E, ′) ∈ X, 	′′ = (E, ′′) ∈ X and set
y′1(t) = y1(t,, ε, , 	′,m), y′′1 (t) = y1(t,, ε, , 	′′,m),
y′2(t) = y2(t,, ε, , 	′,m), y′′2 (t) = y2(t,, ε, , 	′′,m),
z′(x, t) = z(x, t,, ε, , 	′,m), z′′(x, t) = z(x, t,, ε, , 	′′,m).
Then (z(x, t), y1(t), y2(t)) = (z′(x, t)− z′′(x, t), y′1(t)− y′′1 (t), y′2(t)− y′′2 (t)) is a ﬁxed
point of the map
z(x, t) = F1(z(x, t)+ z′′(x, t), y1(t)+ y′′1 (t), y2(t)+ y′′2 (t), 	′,, ε)−F1(z′′(x, t), y′′1 (t), y′′2 (t), 	′′,, ε)+ L1ε(y1(t), y2(t))+L2εz(x, t, ),
(y1(t), y2(t)) = F2(z(x, t)+ z′′(x, t), y1(t)+ y′′1 (t), y2(t)+ y′′2 (t), 	′,, ε)−F2(z′′(x, t), y′′1 (t), y′′2 (t), 	′′,, ε)+ Lz(x, t) .
(89)
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From (84) we obtain
‖F2(z(x, t)+ z′′(x, t), y1(t)+ y′′1 (t), y2(t)+ y′′2 (t), 	′,, ε)−F2(z′′(x, t), y′′1 (t), y′′2 (t), 	′′,, ε)‖
¯(, ε)(‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖ + ‖z‖∞)+ k4(|| + ε + ¯(, ε))‖′ − ′′‖,
(90)
where ¯(, ε) → 0 as  + ε → 0+ and k4 > 0 is a suitable constant. Thus, using
Proposition 1(b) (with k2 = 0 and  = +∞) we see that a positive constant k5 exists
such that
‖L1ε(F2(z(x, t)+ z′′(x, t), y1(t)+ y′′1 (t), y2(t)+ y′′2 (t), 	′,, ε)−F2(z′′(x, t), y′′1 (t), y′′2 (t), 	′′,, ε))‖∞
k5
√
ε(|| + ε + ¯(, ε))‖′ − ′′‖ + k5√ε¯(, ε)(‖y‖ + ‖z‖∞)
(91)
for ‖y‖ = ‖y1‖ + ‖y2‖. Now we replace (y1(t), y2(t)) in L1ε(y1(t), y2(t)) in the ﬁrst
equation in (89) with the ﬁxed point of the second equation in (89). Using Lemmas 4,
5, (90) and (91), we get
‖z‖∞2(, ε)(‖y‖ + ‖z‖∞)+ k9√ε(√ε + + ||)‖′ − ′′‖ + ‖z‖∞ ,
‖y‖1(, ε)(‖y‖ + ‖z‖∞)+ k4(¯(, ε)+ || + ε)‖′ − ′′‖ + ‖L‖‖z‖∞ , (92)
where 1(, ε),2(, ε)→ 0 as + ε → 0+ and k9 is a positive constant. From (86)
we know that  = O(√ε+ ||). Thus, if ε is sufﬁciently small, we can solve the ﬁrst
inequality in (92) for ‖z‖∞ and get
‖z‖∞¯2(, ε)‖y‖ +√εO(|| + √ε)‖′ − ′′‖ (93)
for ¯2(, ε)→ 0 as + ε → 0+. Then we plug this estimate of ‖z‖∞ into the second
inequality in (92) and get:
‖y‖O(|| + √ε)‖′ − ′′‖.
Finally, we plug again this estimate into (93) and obtain
‖z‖∞o(√ε + ||)‖′ − ′′‖.
The proof is complete. 
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In order to ﬁnd a bounded solution, near 	(t), of Eqs. (6)–(8) we need to show
that the equation
G(	, ε,, ,m) := Pm,	
{√
εy˙1(t,, ε, , 	,m)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t) dx +
√
ε˙	(t)
+ 2√

f
(
2√

[y1(t,, ε, , 	,m)+ 	(t)] − 2
√
3
y2(t,, ε, , 	,m)
+z(0, t,, ε, , 	,m)
)
+ 2√

f
(
2√

[y1(t,, ε, , 	,m)+ 	(t)]
+2
√
3
y2(t,, ε, , 	,m)+ z(4 , t,, ε, , 	,m)
)
− 4√

f
(
2√

	(t)
)
− 8f ′
(
2√

	(t)
)
y1(t,, ε, , 	,m)+√εv˙	(t)+ v¨	(t)
}
= 0
can be solved for some values of the parameters. From Theorem 1, we know that
‖y1(t,, ε, , 	,m)‖ = O(|| + √ε),
‖y2(t,, ε, , 	,m)‖ = O(|| + √ε),
‖z(x, t,, ε, , 	,m)‖∞ = o(|| + √ε),
‖y1(t,, ε, , 	′,m)− y1(t,, ε, , 	′′,m)‖O(|| + √ε)‖′ − ′′‖,
‖y2(t,, ε, , 	′,m)− y2(t,, ε, , 	′′,m)‖O(|| + √ε)‖′ − ′′‖,
‖z(x, t,, ε, , 	′,m)− z(x, t,, ε, , 	′′,m)‖∞o(|| + √ε)‖′ − ′′‖ ,
(94)
where 	 = (E, ), 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′), and O(|| + √ε), o(|| + √ε) are
uniform with respect to (	,m). Thus, we set  = √ε, where  belongs to a compact
subset of R \ {0} where the condition ||ε is satisﬁed (possibly taking ε smaller).
By multiplying the equation G(	, ε,
√
ε, ,m) = 0 by ε−1/2, we obtain the equation
B˜(	, ε, , ,m) := Pm,	
{
˙	(t)+
2√


∫ /4
0
h(x, t) dx+r(t, 	, ε, , ,m)
}
=0, (95)
where B˜(	, ε, , ,m) = ε−1/2G(	, ε,√ε, ,m). Using (68) and (94) we see that
‖r(t, 	, ε, , ,m)‖∞ = o(1),
‖r(t, 	′, ε, , ,m)− r(t, 	′′, ε, , ,m)‖∞o(1)‖′ − ′′‖ (96)
as ε → 0+ uniformly with respect to (	, ,m). Let
M() = 
∫ ∞
−∞
˙1(s)
2 ds + 2√


∫ ∞
−∞
∫ /4
0
˙1(s)h(x, s + ) dx ds (97)
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and consider the space C = C0 ([0,/4] × R,R) endowed with the metric dC given by
dC(u1, u2) =
∑
n∈N
2−|n| max[0,/4]×[−n,n] |u1(x, t)− u2(x, t)| .
We have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let f (x) ∈ C2(R) and h(x, t) = h(x, t + 1) ∈ C2([0,/4] × R) be such
that (H1) and (H2) hold. Let  > 0 be a ﬁxed positive number that satisﬁes (H3).
Then, if 0 = 0 can be chosen in such a way that the equation M() = 0 for
 = 0, has a simple root 0 ∈ [0, 1], there exist ε¯ > 0, ¯ > 0 such that for any
ε ∈ (0, ε¯],  = √ε with | − 0| ¯ and m > ε−3/4, m ∈ N, there is a continuous
map  : E → C0([0,/4] × R,R) such that (E) = uE(x, t) is a weak solution of
equation (1). Moreover,  : E → (E) is a homeomorphism satisfying
((E))(x, t) = (E)(x, t + (2m/√ε))
 : E → E being the Bernouilli shift. Consequently, the Smale horseshoe can be
embedded into the dynamics of (1).
Proof. We will prove that Eq. (95) can be solved for any 	 ∈ X and ε,  and  as
in the statement of the theorem. Of course, there is nothing to prove if 	 = 0 since
Pm,0 = 0. Thus, we assume E = 0 and recall (see Proposition 2) that Pm,	h = 0 is
equivalent to [Nm,	 + Lm,	]h = 0. So, we solve the equation
[Nm,	 + Lm,	]
{
˙	(t)+
2√


∫ /4
0
h(x, t) dx + r(t, 	, ε, , ,m)
}
= 0. (98)
From (20) and (96) we know that the term in braces in the above equation is Lipschitz
continuous in  ∈ #∞E uniformly with respect to (E, ε, ,m). But ‖Lm,	‖Ae−am <
2A
5a4/3 ε (having used again 

4/3e−
 < 25 ) and in the appendix that follows we will
see that a positive constant A˜ exists such that ‖Lm,	′ − Lm,	′′ ‖A˜e−am‖′ − ′′‖ <
2A˜
5a4/3 ε‖′ −′′‖ for any 	′ = (E, ′), 	′′ = (E, ′′). As a consequence the function of 	
Lm,	
{
˙	(t)+
2√


∫ /4
0
h(x, t) dx + r(t, 	, ε, , ,m)
}
is Lipschitz in  ∈ #∞E , with a O(ε) Lipschitz constant which can be taken independent
of (E, ,m). Next we consider
Nm,	
{
˙	(t)+
2√


∫ /4
0
h(x, t) dx + r(t, 	, ε, , ,m)
}
.
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From the proof of Proposition 2 we know that 	 → ‖Nm,	‖ is bounded uniformly with
respect to (	,m) (see (61)) and Lipschitz continuous in  ∈ #∞E uniformly in (E,m)
(actually we proved that ‖Nm,	′ − Nm,	′′ ‖ 16A¯2Na ‖′ − ′′‖). So, using (96) we see
that Nm,	r(t, 	, ε, , ,m) is Lipschitz continuous in  ∈ #∞E uniformly in (E,m, )
and the Lipschitz constant tends to 0 as ε → 0. Finally, we consider the map from #∞E
into itself:
 → Nm,(E,)
{
˙(E,)(t)+
2√


∫ /4
0
h(x, t) dx
}
− M˜() ∈ #∞E , (99)
where
M˜() = {ejM(j )}j∈Z.
It is easy to see that the jth component of the map (99) is given by the sum of the
following two terms:
−ej
∫ −m−j
−∞ ˙1(t)
[
˙1(t)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t + j ) dx
]
dt,
−ej
∫∞
m+j ˙1(t)
[
˙1(t)+ 2√
∫ /4
0 h(x, t + j ) dx
]
dt
and that the above functions are Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly in (,m, j) and
with a O(ε) Lipschitz constant, provided  belongs to a compact domain and ε is
small. In fact we have, for example, using also (51):
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ −m−′j
−∞
˙1(t)
∫ /4
0
h(x, t + ′j ) dx dt −
∫ −m−′′j
−∞
˙1(t)
∫ /4
0
h(x, t + ′′j ) dx dt
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ −m−′j
−m−′′j
˙1(t)
∫ /4
0
h(x, t + ′j ) dx dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ −m−′′j
−∞
˙1(t)
∫ /4
0
[h(x, t + ′j )− h(x, t + ′′j )] dx dt
∣∣∣∣∣
 A¯24a e−am[‖h‖∞|ea
′
j − ea′′j | + ‖ht‖∞|′j − ′′j |]
= O(ε)[‖h‖∞ + ‖ht‖∞]‖′ − ′′‖.
A similar argument applies to the other quantities.
Next, it is easy to see that the map M˜ : #∞E → #∞E is C1 in (, ), and its derivative
with respect to  at the point ({ej0}j∈Z, 0) ∈ #∞E × R, is given by
 → {M ′0(0)j }j∈Z =M′0(0).
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As a matter of fact we have
M˜()− M˜(0)− M˜ ′(0)(− 0) = o(‖− 0‖)
uniformly with respect to (, E). So, we write (98) as a ﬁxed point equation in #∞E :
 = − M˜′0(0)−1M˜()− M˜′0(0)−1R(	, ε, , ),
where R(	, ε, , ) is Lipschitz continuous in  ∈ #∞E with a o(1) constant indepen-
dent of (E,m, ). Moreover, the map (, ) →  − M˜′0(0)−1M˜() is C1 and its
-derivative vanishes at  = 0 and  = 0. Thus, from the Uniform Contraction
Principle it follows the existence of ε¯ > 0 and ¯ > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, ε¯],
|− 0| ¯ and m > ε−3/4, m ∈ N, the map
 → − M˜′0(0)−1M˜()− M˜′0(0)−1R(	, ε, , )
has a unique ﬁxed point  = (E,m, , , ε) that tends to 0 as ε → 0 and  → 0,
uniformly with respect to (E,m). This implies that for any ε ∈ (0, ε0], |−0| ¯ and
m > ε−3/4 the function
uE(x, t) := [y1(√εt,√ε, ε, , E, (E,m, , , ε))+ 	(t)]w−1(x)
+y2(√εt,√ε, ε, , E, (E,m, , , ε))w0(x)
+z(x,√εt,√ε, ε, , E, (E,m, , , ε))
is a solution of (3) near E(t) deﬁned as
E(t) =


(
2
√
2

(√
εt − 2jm− 0
))
for (2j − 1)m < √εt(2j + 1)m
and ej = 1 ,
0 for (2j − 1)m < √εt(2j + 1)m
and ej = 0 .
Since uE(x, 2jmε−1/2) is near to u = 0 if ej = 0 or to u = 
(
−2
√
2
0
)
= 0 if
ej = 1, we see that, for ε¯ sufﬁciently small, the map  : E → uE is one-to-one and
the choice of E determines the oscillatory properties of uE(x, t) near (t). Moreover,
uE(x, t) is the unique solution of (3) that satisﬁes the above oscillatory property and
can be written as a totally convergent series:
uE(x, t) =
∞∑
i=−1
ui,E(t)wi(x).
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Let  : E → E be the shift map [16] deﬁned by ({ej }j∈Z) = {ej+1}j∈Z. Then
u(E)(x, t) has the same oscillatory properties between u = 0 and u = 
(
−2
√
2
0
)
=
0 as uE(x, t + 2mε−1/2). But we have
uE(x, t + 2mε−1/2) =
∞∑
i=−1
ui,E(t + 2mε−1/2)wi(x)
and the series is again totally convergent. Thus, because of the uniqueness, we obtain
u(E)(x, t) = uE(x, t + 2m
√
ε) .
We now prove the continuity of , with respect to the topologies on E and C =
C ([0,/4] × R,R) induced by the metrics dE and dC , deﬁned as follows:
dE (E1, E2) =
∑
n∈Z
2−|n||e1n − e2n|, E1,2 = {e1,2n }n∈Z ,
dC(u1, u2) =
∑
n∈N
2−|n|max[0,/4]×[−n,n] |u1(x, t)− u2(x, t)| .
First, we observe that Proposition 1 implies the existence a positive constant c0 such
that, for any E ∈ E , the components ui,E(t) of uE(x, t) satisfy:
‖ui,E‖∞c0/(2i + 1), ‖u˙i,E‖∞c0 (100)
c0 being a suitable constant (see (11) and (12)). Hence, for any R > 0 there exists
n0 ∈ N such that, for any E ∈ E , we have∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣uE(x, t)−
n0∑
i=−1
ui,E(t)wi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∞
1/R.
Now, let {Ej }j∈N be a sequence in E . From (100) and the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem
the existence follows of a subsequence {j (−1)k } of {j (−2)k := k} such that u−1,E
j
(−1)
k
(t)
converges uniformly in any interval [−n, n]. Then another application of the Arzelà–
Ascoli theorem implies the existence of a subsequence {j (0)k } of {j (−1)k } such that
u0,E
j
(0)
k
(t) converges uniformly in any interval [−n, n]. Proceeding in this way, for any
i = −1, 0, 1 . . . , we construct a subsequence {j (i)k } of {j (i−1)k } such that ui,E
j
(i)
k
(t)
converges uniformly in any interval [−n, n]. Then, we use Cantor diagonal procedure,
to see that for any i = −1, 0, 1 . . . the sequence ui,E
j
(k)
k
(t) converges uniformly in any
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interval [−n, n]. Now, let Ejn be a subsequence of Ej such that for any i = −1, 0, . . . ,
ui,Ejn (t) converges to a continuous function ui(t) uniformly on any compact subset of
R. We have just proved that the set of such subsequences is not empty. From (100)
we obtain
‖ui‖∞c0/(2i + 1)
and hence the series
∑∞
i=−1 ui(t)wi(x) is totally convergent and deﬁnes a continuous
function u(x, t). Moreover, for (x, t) ∈ [0, 4 ] × [−n, n] and any R > 0, we have
|uEjk (x, t)− u(x, t)|
∣∣∣∣∣uEjk (x, t)− n0∑i=−1 ui,Ejk (t)wi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
+M1
n0∑
i=−1
|ui,Ejk (t)− ui(t)|
+
∣∣∣∣∣u(x, t)− n0∑i=−1 ui(t)wi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
So,
limk→∞ |uEjk (x, t)− u(x, t)|2/R.
As a consequence uEjn (x, t)→ u(x, t) uniformly on compact sets. Thus the following
statement holds:
for any given sequence {Ej }j∈N in E there exists a subsequence {Ejk }k∈N such that{uEjk (x, t)}k∈N converges uniformly on compact sets to a continuous function
u(x, t) =
∞∑
i=−1
ui,E(t)wi(x)
the series being totally convergent and u(x, t) a weak solution of (2).
Now, assume that  is not continuous. Then E,Ej ∈ E , j ∈ N, exist such that
dE (Ej , E) → 0, as j → ∞ but dC(uEj , uE) is greater than a positive number, for
any j ∈ N. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that uEj (x, t)
converges uniformly on compact sets to a weak solution uˆ(x, t) of (2). Then, for any
(x, t) ∈ [0, 4 ] × R, we have
|uˆ(x, t)− E(t)|  |uEjn (x, t)− uˆ(x, t)| + |uEjn (x, t)− Ejn (t)|+|Ejn (t)− E(t)|
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and hence, passing to the limit for n→ ∞:
|uˆ(x, t)− E(t)| sup
n
‖uEjn − Ejn ‖∞ + limn→∞|Ejn (t)− E(t)|.
But, since dE (Ej , E) → 0 we see that for n > n(ε, t) we have Ejn (t) = E(t). So
uˆ(x, t) is orbitally close to E(t) and then, because of uniqueness,
uˆ(x, t) = uE(x, t) = (E)
contradicting the assumption that  was not continuous. The proof is complete. 
Remark. In [3] the following has been proved:
M14.763953413, M21.10943230
and condition (H3) holds if
10.5705675493 · |f ′(0)| <  .
Moreover the remarks in [3, Section 3] also hold for this paper.
Appendix
Here we prove the Lipschitz continuity property of the linear map Lm,	 : L∞(R)→
#∞ deﬁned as
Lm,	(h) = {Lm,	,j (h)}j∈Z
with respect to  uniformly in E ∈ E and mm0.
We start with the family of linear maps Lm,	 : #∞ × #∞ → #∞ × #∞ deﬁned as
Lm,	(˜a, b˜) = {Lm,	,j (˜a, b˜)}j∈Z,
a˜ = {˜aj }j∈Z, b˜ = {˜bj }j∈Z and prove that it is Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly
with respect to (E,m), E ∈ E and mm0.
As in the proof of Lemma 1, u(t) denotes the (unbounded) solution of
x¨ + 8

f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
x = 0
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such that u(0) = 1 and u˙(0) = 0. For simplicity we also set
uˆ(t) = u˙(t)
au(t)
and note that uˆ(t) is uniformly continuous in R since lim
t→±∞ uˆ(t) = ±1 (see (47)).
Moreover we have
d
dt
(
u˙(t)
au(t)
)
= u¨(t)
au(t)
− 1
a
(
u˙(t)
u(t)
)2
= − 8
a
f ′
(
2√

1(t)
)
− a
(
u˙(t)
au(t)
)2
→ 0
as t → ±∞. Hence duˆ
dt
(t) is also uniformly continuous in R. As a matter of fact uˆ(t)
is Lipschitz continuous with constant, say, ˜, since duˆ
dt
(t) is bounded on R.
Now, let 	 = (E, ), 	′ = (E, ′) be elements of X and consider the difference
Lm,	−Lm,	′ . From (45), (46) we see that for any a˜ = {˜aj }j∈Z, b˜ = {˜bj }j∈Z, we have
[Lm,	 − Lm,	′ ]
(
a˜
b˜
)
=
(
0
B˜
)
(101)
with B˜ = {B˜j }j∈Z and
B˜j = [uˆ(−m− ′j+1)− uˆ(−m− j+1)]ej+1a˜j+1
+[uˆ(m− j )− uˆ(m− ′j )]ej b˜j . (102)
Then we have, using the Lipschitz continuity of uˆ(t):
|B˜j |  |uˆ(m− j )− uˆ(m− ′j )||˜bj | + |uˆ(−m− ′j+1)− uˆ(−m− j+1)||˜aj+1|
 ˜|j − ′j | |˜bj | + ˜|j+1 − ′j+1| |˜aj+1|˜‖− ′‖∞[‖˜a‖∞ + ‖b˜‖∞] .
As a consequence:
‖Lm,	 − Lm,	′ ‖∞˜‖− ′‖∞ (103)
uniformly with respect to (E,m), E ∈ E and mm0. Then the same conclusion holds
for the inverse map L−1
m,	. In fact, from
L−1
m,	 − L−1m,	′ = L−1m,	[Lm,	′ − Lm,	]L−1m,	′
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we obtain
‖L−1
m,	 − L−1m,	′ ‖9˜‖− ′‖.
since ‖L−1
m,	‖3 (see (49)). Now,
Lm,	,j (h) = −ej ¨1(0)
[
a˜j
u(−m− j ) −
b˜j
u(m− j )
]
,
where (˜a, b˜) is obtained by solving the equation
Lm,	(˜a, b˜) = (A	h,B	h)
and A	h, B	h are the linear (in h ∈ L∞(R)) maps deﬁned by the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (41)–(44):
A	h = {(1− ej )Cj − (1− ej+1)Cˆj+1 − ejDj (j )− ej+1Dˆj+1(j+1)}j∈Z,
B	h = {−(1− ej )Cj − (1− ej+1)Cˆj+1 − ejFj (j )− ej+1Fˆj+1(j+1)}j∈Z,
where
Cj = 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m e−a((2j+1)m−s)h(s) ds,
Cˆj = 12a
∫ (2j+1)m
(2j−1)m ea((2j−1)m−s)h(s) ds,
Dj () =
∫ (2j+1)m
2jm+ v(m− )u(s − 2jm− )h(s) ds,
Dˆj () =
∫ 2jm+
(2j−1)m v(−m− )u(s − 2jm− )h(s) ds,
Fj () = 1a
∫ (2j+1)m
2jm+ v˙(m− )u(s − 2jm− )h(s) ds,
Fˆj () = 1a
∫ 2jm+
(2j−1)m v˙(−m− )u(s − 2jm− )h(s) ds.
So, if we prove that the linear map
h → (A	h,B	h)
is bounded uniformly with respect to 	 ∈ X and Lipschitz continuous in , uniformly
with respect to (E,m), we get that Lm,	(h) is Lipschitz continuous in  uniformly
with respect to (E,m) and that the Lipschitz constant is O(e−am) = O(ε) as ε → 0
uniformly with respect to (E,m).
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Now, the fact that A	h, B	h are bounded uniformly with respect to 	 ∈ X easily
follows from
max{|Cj |, |Cˆj |} 12a2 ‖h‖∞,
max{|Dj()|, |Dˆj ()|, |Fj ()|, |Fˆj ()|} ka ‖h‖∞.
(104)
Then it is enough to study the Lipschitz continuity of the maps
(	, h) → {Dj(j )ej }j∈Z, (	, h) → {Dˆj (j )ej )}j∈Z,
(	, h) → {Fj (j )ej }j∈Z, (	, h) → {Fˆj (j )ej )}j∈Z
(105)
with respect to . Writing Dj(,m), Dˆj (,m) etc. to emphasize dependence on m we
see that
Dˆj (,m) = −D−j (,−m), Fˆj (,m) = −F−j (,−m).
Thus we only need to look at Dj() and Fj ().
We focus our attention on the map (	, h) → {Dj(j )ej }, 	 = (E, ), Fj () being
handled similarly. First, we look at the difference Dj(′′) −Dj(′), where ′, ′′ ∈ R,
′′′ and |′|, |′′|2. We see that Dj(′′)−Dj(′) equals:
∫ (2j+1)m
2jm+′′ [v(m− ′′)u(s − 2jm− ′′)− v(m− ′)u(s − 2jm− ′)]h(s) ds
− ∫ 2jm+′′2jm+′ v(m− ′)u(s − 2jm− ′)h(s) ds .
Then (32) implies
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 2jm+′′
2jm+′
v(m− ′)u(s − 2jm− ′)h(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣ k‖h‖∞|′′ − ′| .
Similarly, we get
∣∣∣∫ (2j+1)m2jm+′′ [v(m− ′′)u(s − 2jm− ′′)− v(m− ′)u(s − 2jm− ′)]h(s) ds∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∫ (2j+1)m2jm+′′ (∫ ′′′ [v˙(m− )u(s − 2jm− )− v(m− )u˙(s − 2jm− )] d)h(s) ds∣∣∣
 2k
a
‖h‖∞|′′ − ′| .
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Consequently, we obtain
|Dj(′′)−Dj(′)|
(
2k
a
+ k
)
‖h‖∞|′′ − ′| .
Thus (	, h) → {Dj(j )ej }j∈Z is Lipschitz continuous in  with the constant
2k
a
+ k independent of (E,m). Similarly we can prove the global Lipschitz continuity
in  of Fj (). This completes the proof of the uniform Lipschitz continuity in 
of Lm,	(h). 
Note that, when h ∈ L∞, the maps in (105) are not differentiable in .
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